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1 Introduction
1.1 Project background
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) has engaged Aurecon Australasia Pty
Ltd to carry out a strategic route options analysis for the M12 Motorway between the M7
Motorway, Cecil Park and The Northern Road, Luddenham (the project).

1.1.1 Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan
The M12 Motorway forms part of the Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan (WSIP). The WSIP
is a joint initiative of the Australian and NSW governments to fund a $3.6 billion road
investment program for western Sydney. The WSIP will:
• Deliver major road infrastructure upgrades to support an integrated transport solution for
the western Sydney region. Road upgrades will improve connections within western
Sydney and benefit the region’s growing population, by reducing travel times
• Support and capitalise on the economic benefits of developing the planned western
Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek. The airport will be transformational for western
Sydney and be a catalyst for investment, growth and job creation for decades to come. It
will need to be supported by a quality surface transport network to ensure the efficient
movement of people and freight
• Improve road transport capacity ahead of future traffic demand generated by planned
residential and employment development in the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area
(WSPGA) (formerly South West Sydney Growth Centre and part of the Broader Western
Sydney Employment Area) and the South West Priority Land Release Area.
There are five main projects included in the WSIP. These are split into 10 stages ranging
from early development to construction. The projects include the construction of new roads
and significant upgrade of other roads, as follows:
• M12 Motorway between the M7 Motorway and The Northern Road generally along
Elizabeth Drive option (the subject of this study)
• The Northern Road upgrade between Narellan and Penrith
• Bringelly Road upgrade between The Northern Road and Camden Valley Way
• Werrington Arterial Road Stage 1.
Additional local road upgrades near the planned western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek,
to be proposed and managed by local councils.

1.2 Need for the project
The M12 Motorway is required to support the opening of the planned western Sydney airport
at Badgerys Creek. The M12 Motorway will be a four lane (facilitating a future six lane)
motorway between the M7 Motorway and The Northern Road.
The Australian Government announced the site of the western Sydney airport in 2014. The
environmental impact statement for the western Sydney airport has been prepared, and was
placed on public display at the end of 2015. Over 5 000 submissions were received and the
EIS is currently being updated and planned to be finalised in mid 2016. If the project is
approved, construction is expected to begin in 2016, becoming operational in the mid 2020s.
The M12 Motorway is also required to cater for the increased traffic volumes from future
development in areas surrounding the planned western Sydney airport, which are to be
further developed into the Western Sydney Priority Growth Area. Other planned road
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upgrades in western Sydney would also cater for increased traffic volumes from these future
developments

1.3 Study area
The project is required to provide access to the planned western Sydney airport at Badgerys
Creek, with the airport layout facilitating access from the north and Elizabeth Drive. As such,
the study area for the project has been developed around Elizabeth Drive, connecting to The
Northern Road and the rest of Sydney through the M7 Motorway (refer to Figure 1-1).
Elizabeth Drive is bounded to the north by the WSPGA and the suburbs of Mount Vernon
and Cecil Park, and, to the south, by the planned western Sydney airport at Badgerys Creek,
the WSPGA, the suburbs of Kemps Creek and Badgerys Creek and the Western Sydney
Parklands.
The topography in and around the study area is rolling hills and small valleys between
generally north–south ridge lines. In the east and west of the study area, topography is
gently undulating, flattening out in the middle of the study area, where it passes through the
floodplains associated with Cosgroves Creek, Oaky Creek, Badgerys Creek, South Creek
and Kemps Creek. There are also numerous farm dams in the area.
The study area is predominantly semi-rural and includes residential, agricultural,
recreational, commercial and industrial land uses.
The main population centres are the suburbs of Kemps Creek, Mount Vernon and Horsley
Park.
Agricultural land uses include poultry farming, farms producing tomatoes and cucumbers,
commercial operations producing Christmas trees and Andreasens Green Wholesale
Nurseries.
Recreational and community facilities include schools, Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling
Club, the Western Sydney Parklands (including the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail), Kemps
Creek Nature Reserve and the Sydney International Shooting Centre.
Commercial uses are mainly associated with the Kemps Creek village including service
stations, food stores and hardware/ maintenance shops.
Industrial uses include the Suez Elizabeth Drive landfill and quarry sites.
There are a number of transport and utilities infrastructure through the study area including
the M7 Motorway, Elizabeth Drive, major electrical infrastructure and the Sydney Water
Upper Canal system.
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Figure 1-1 M12 Motorway shortlisted route options
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1.4 Purpose and structure of this working paper
The purpose of this working paper is to identify contaminated land constraints to be
considered to inform the development of the preferred option for the future development of
the M12 Motorway project.
Specifically, this report:
•

Reviews the relevant, publicly available, background information applicable to the project
from a contaminated land perspective, of the existing environment in the M12 Motorway
study area

•

Identifies the constraints in the study area based on available information

•

Identifies key constraints, associated with the identified shortlisted route options based on
available information.

1.4.1 Objectives of this PSI
The purpose of this PSI is to help Roads and Maritime in the identification of a preferred
route option for the M12 Motorway.
With consideration of the above, the objectives of this PSI were as follows:
• Identify past and current site activities with the potential to cause contamination
• Assess potential for on and off-site contamination
• Provide a basis for more detailed investigation (if required).

1.4.2 Scope of this PSI
The scope of this PSI comprised the following tasks:
• A background database review of publicly available information on the each of the
shortlisted route options including:
•
•
•
•
•

Previous environmental and heritage reports
Historical aerial photography
Available geology and hydrogeology maps
Groundwater Bore Search
A NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Contaminated Land Search

• A site walkover to assess current site condition, evaluate evidence of previous site
activities and to identify soil movement, disturbed areas and fill. It is noted that due to
land tenure access constraints, inspection of private properties within the option was not
undertaken as part of this PSI. The site walkover was limited to publicly accessible land
portions comprising public roads and the Western Sydney Parklands only. No internal
inspection of properties was undertaken
• Evaluation of current and past activities and related practices at the site to establish
known or potential sources of soil contamination
• Development of a preliminary Conceptual Site Model (CSM). The CSM was based on a
review of background information and the site walkover undertaken at the site or
surrounding areas
• A qualitative risk assessment to assess the potential risks to human health and
environments as a result of contaminants likely to be encountered on site
• Identification of potential impact resulting from the disturbance of contaminated soil
• Preparation of this PSI report reporting the elements detailed above.
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It is noted that when reviewing site history, the NSW (EPA) and NSW EPA endorsed
guidelines recommend the inclusion of a review the following information sources:
• Historical titles back to original deeds
• Planning certificate information (s149 planning certificates)
• Information available in regards to the storage and use of dangerous goods (WorkCover
NSW Dangerous Goods search).
The above information sources have been excluded from this PSI as:
• It was not considered feasible at this stage to acquire planning certificate information
(s149 planning certificates) for individual properties due to the number of properties
covered by the proposal. Upon selection of the preferred route option more detailed,
property specific information should be sought
• WorkCover NSW Dangerous Goods search information was unable to be obtained due to
restrictions resulting from current land tenure
• It was not considered feasible at this stage to search historical titles /deeds for individual
properties due to the number of properties covered by the proposal. Upon selection of the
preferred route option more detailed, property specific information should be sought.

1.5 Methodology
1.5.1 Background
As part of the planning phase for the Project, Roads and Maritime have commissioned a
range of specialist investigations in order to assess and evaluate the suitability of potential
road options.
The following Preliminary Site Investigation (PSI) forms part of a strategic route options
analysis to determine the preferred route for the M12. The key output of this study will be an
enhanced understanding of potential contamination risks associated with the project.
The study area under investigation comprises a combination of six corridor options (being
A1, A3, B2, B5, C3 and C4) with a total length of about 14 kilometres. The study area
extends about 0.3 kilometres to the west of the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and The
Northern Road and 0.6 kilometres to the east of the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and the
M7 Motorway.

1.5.2 Published guidelines and framework
This PSI has been prepared in general accordance with the guidelines endorsed by the
NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) which includes the following:
• NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (2011) Guidelines for Consultants Reporting on
Contaminated Sites
• The National Environmental Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure
(1999, as amended 2013).
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1.5.3 Agency records search
A review of selected historical information was undertaken for the study area and included a
review of aerial photographs, NSW EPA database records, NSW Department of Primary
Industries (Water) groundwater data archives and Local Environmental Plans (LEPs) land
zoning maps.
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act)
The POEO Act aims to achieve the protection, restoration and enhancement of the quality of
the NSW environment through the regulation of air, noise, waste and water pollution. The
POEO Act repealed and consolidated a number of existing Acts to rationalise, simplify and
strengthen the regulatory framework for environmental protection in NSW. Under the POEO
Act an owner or operator of land that is engaged in a Scheduled Activity is required to hold
an Environment Protection Licence (EPL). Scheduled Activities are detailed in Schedule 1 of
the POEO Act and include activities with potentially significant environmental impact. The
NSW EPA issues all licences and licences are usually subject to conditions. Licences can
control the air, noise, water and waste impact of an activity. Licences are ongoing but
subject to review at least once every five years and can be varied, suspended or revoked.
Under Section 308 of the POEO Act, the EPA is required to keep a public register of the
following:
• Environment protection licences
• Applications for new licences and to transfer or vary existing licences
• Environment protection and noise control notices
• Penalty notices issued by the EPA
• Convictions in prosecutions under the POEO Act
• The results of civil proceedings
• Licence review information. Submissions regarding licence review can be made at any
time
• Exemptions from the provisions of the POEO Act or regulations
• Any mandatory audits required to be undertaken in relation to a licence
• Each pollution study required by a condition of a licence
• Each pollution reduction program required by a condition of a licence
• Each penalty notice issued in relation to a premises
• Approvals granted under clause 9 of the POEO (Control of Burning) Regulation
• Approvals granted under clause 7A of the POEO (Clean Air) Regulation.
A search of the NSW EPA online database was undertaken for the study area and
surrounding areas on 9 February 2016.
The search results are discussed for each corridor zones below. A copy of the search results
are presented in Appendix A.
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Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 (CLM Act)
The NSW CLM Act is administered by the NSW EPA and establishes a process for the
investigation and remediation of contaminated soils and groundwater. The CLM Act further
establishes a legal framework that gives the EPA authority to require the assessment and/or
remediation of sites that are deemed to poses significant contamination. Under Section 60
of the CLM Act, a person who has contaminated land or a landowner whose land has been
contaminated is required to notify the NSW EPA of the contamination of land when they
become aware of the contamination. Under Section 58 of the Act, the NSW EPA is required
to keep a record of current and former sites it regulates or regulated. Certain information
about current sites is then referred to relevant local councils, who must record and make
such information available using planning certificates.
As part of the site history review a search of the NSW EPA record of notices was
undertaken. The NSW EPA public record search was undertaken to identify:
• Orders made under Part 3 of the Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 (CLM Act)
• Approved voluntary management proposals under the CLM Act that have not been fully
carried out and where the approval of the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) has not
been revoked
• Site audit statements provided to the EPA under section 53B of the CLM Act that relate to
significantly contaminated land
• Where practicable, copies of anything formerly required to be part of the public record
• Actions taken by EPA under section 35 or 36 of the Environmentally Hazardous
Chemicals Act 1985 (EHC Act).
The public record only includes documents that are required to be placed on the record by
Section 58 of the CLM Act. It does not include notifications under section 60 of the CLM Act.
Notification under section 60 does not automatically mean that a site will be regulated by the
EPA under the CLM Act. When the EPA receives a report under section 60, it through the
assessment process, determines whether the contamination is significant enough to warrant
regulation under the CLM Act and thus whether the site is listed in the record of notices. In
some circumstances the NSW EPA may consider that the contamination is not significant
enough to warrant regulation. In the instance that a site has been notified under Section 60
of the Act and not regulated by the NSW EPA, the NSW EPA, under the Government
Information (Public Access) Act 2009, publishes a “List of NSW contaminated sites notified
to the EPA”.
A search of the “List of NSW contaminated sites notified to the EPA” as of 7 December 2015
was undertaken for the study area.
The search results are discussed for each corridor zones below. A copy of the search results
are presented in Appendix A.
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2 Existing environment
2.1 Zone A
Environmental conditions of the study area that are common to Zone A are detailed below.
Where the environmental setting and/or site conditions differ between route options within a
Zone A, these are discussed separately.

2.1.1 Geology
Reference to the 1:100 000 scale Geological Series, Sheet 9030 (Edition 1) 1991 Map of
Penrith, indicates that Zone A is underlain by:
• Bringelly Shale, consisting of Shale, carbonaceous Claystone, Laminite, fine to medium
grained lithic Sandstone, rare coal and tuff
• Quaternary aged sediments that comprise fine-grained sand, silt, and clay.
Zone A is largely underlain by Bringelly Shale moving into a discrete areas of Quaternary
sediments associated with Badgerys Creek.

2.1.2 Acid sulfate soils (ASS)
Reference to the Australian Soil Resources Information System (ASRIS) Acid Sulfate Soils
(ASS) map layer suggests that Zone A is characterised by a C4- Extremely Low Probability
in relation to ASS risk. It is noted that the according the ASRIS database map legend,
accuracy of the data was deemed to be very low.
An extract of the ASS map for the area is provided in Appendix B.

2.1.3 Climate
Climate averages (sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/) for the Badgerys Creek AWS (located about five
kilometres southwest of the site) are:
• Mean Daily Temperature (annual average): 10.8°C (Min) 23.8°C (Max)
• Mean Rainfall (annual average): 694.7 mm
• Average days per annum with rainfall >1mm: about 68.9 days.

2.1.4 Information review
Previous site reports
No reports relating to previous investigations were made available to Aurecon at the time of
reporting.
CLM Act contaminated land public record search
A search of the NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) contaminated sites register
under the CLM Act was undertaken for the Liverpool City Council, the Fairfield City Council
and Penrith City Council on 9 February 2016.
The search revealed that there are four records related to four sites within the Fairfield City
LGA, two records related to two sites within the Liverpool LGA and seven record related to
seven sites within the Penrith City LGA. All sites to which these notices relate occurred
outside of the Zone A options (A1 and A3) and at separation distances of greater than 500
metres from either option.
It is considered that the locations of the sites to which these notices relate are a sufficient
distance away from and/or hydrologically separated from the Zone A options for them to
have an impact.
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A summary of the notices are provided in Table 1 of Appendix A.
A copy of the contaminated sites register search is provided in Appendix A.

2.1.5 Corridor option A1
Corridor option A1 site description
Corridor option A1 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate 4.05 kilometre long land portion which commences about 600 metres to the
south of the Elizabeth Drive / M7 interchange running along the current M7 alignment to the
south for about 2.4 kilometre. Midway along its route with the M7 the alignment diverges to
the northwest bisecting the Western Sydney Parklands and passing to the north of the
Sydney International Shooting Centre. Continuing to the west the option then bisects the
northern portion of the Brandown Solid Waste Landfill site. The alignment then crosses
Elizabeth Drive about at the Mamre Road intersection and continues to the northwest,
crossing Kemps Creek and ending about 150 metres east of the end Salisbury Avenue. The
location of the option is illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Corridor option A1 site identification details
Corridor option A1 site identification details are provided in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Corridor option A1 – site identification

Site
Description
identification
Current
occupier /
owner

Multiple owners: Corridor option A1 traverses both private and public land parcels
including the Western Sydney Parklands, rural residential properties, the
WestLink M7 Motorway easement, the Brandown Quarry and Solid Waste Landfill
site and the Elizabeth Drive road easement.

Address

Corridor option A1 occurs within the suburbs of Cecil Hills, Cecil Park and Mount
Vernon. The corridor option commences on the M7 about three kilometres south
of the Elizabeth Drive interchange and travel north for about 1.8 km at which point
it moves to the northwest through the Western Sydney Parklands. The option
continues to the northwest, bisecting the northern corner of the Brandown Landfill,
crossing Elizabeth Drive to the west of Mamre Road and terminating to the west
of Kemps Creek.

Lot, Plan

Corridor option A1 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 15 DP30265
Lot 16 DP30265
Lot 17 0265
Lot 18 DP30265
Lot 19 DP30265
Lot 20 DP30265
Lot 21 DP30265
Lot 22 DP30265
Lot 23 DP30265
Lot 24 DP30265
Lot 25 DP30265
Lot 26 DP30265
Lot 29 DP30265

Lot 52 DP30266
Lot 53 DP30266
Lot B DP102214
Lot B DP416720
Lot 41 DP734584
Lot 1 DP736951
Lot 2 DP736951
Lot 7 DP737052
Lot 8 DP737052
Lot 1 DP875790
Lot 12
DP1041391
Lot 24
DP1042996
Lot 1 DP1054778

Lot 2 DP1054778
Lot 3 DP1054778
Lot 4 DP1054778
Lot 5 DP1054778
Lot 6 DP1054778
Lot 7 DP1054778
Lot 8 DP1054778
Lot 9 DP1054778
Lot 11
DP1055232
Lot 12
DP1055232
Lot 12
DP1065416
Lot 3 DP1087825
Lot 90
DP1101411

Lot 91
DP1101411
Lot 213
DP1111381
Lot 217
DP1111381
Lot 1 DP1160625
Lot 4001
DP1174496
Lot 4002
DP1174496
Lot 4003
DP1174496
Lot 4004
DP1174496
Lot 4005
DP1174496
Lot 4006
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Site
Description
identification
DP1174496
Lot 4007
DP1174496
Lot 4008
DP1174496
Lot 4009
DP1174496
Lot 4010
DP1174496
Zoning

SP2 Infrastructure (M7 Motorway), RU1 – Primary production and RU4 – Primary
Production Small Lots (Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 ), Western
Sydney Parklands and Bulk Water Supply Infrastructure (State Environmental
Planning Policy (Western Sydney Parklands) 2009) and RU4 - Primary Production
Small Lots, E2 – Environment Conservation and RU2 – Rural Landscape (Penrith
Local Environmental Plan 2010)

LGA

Shared by the Liverpool City Council (area south of Elizabeth Drive) and Penrith
City Council (area north of Elizabeth Drive and west of Mamre Road).

Area

About 197.5 ha.

Site
coordinates

Eastern extent - North: X: 300,228.795 Y: 6,248,808.404,
South: X: 300,349.365 Y: 6,246,887.123
Central portion – X: 298,474.155 Y: 6,248,514.330
Western extent - X: 296,170.578 Y: 6,249,435.761

Site plan

Figure 2-1
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Figure 2-1 Option A1 – site plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option A1 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010 and the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 and are
presented in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 Corridor option A1 – surrounding land use

Location Local Government
Area (LGA)

Description

Eastern portion of the option
North

Liverpool

R1 – General Residential, comprising Cecil Hills, the
developing residential suburb of Elizabeth Hills with RE1 –
Public Recreation further afield.

East

Liverpool

SP2 – Drainage occurs immediately east of the southern
extent of the option (comprising a detention basin
associated with the Elizabeth Hills development) with R1 –
General Residential and R2 – Low Density residential
further to the east.

South

Liverpool

RU1 – Primary production occurs immediately to the south
with Western Sydney Parklands beyond.

West

Liverpool

RU1 – Primary production occurs immediately to the west
with Western Sydney Parklands beyond.

Central portion of the option
North

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands with SP2 – Classified Road
(Elizabeth Drive) beyond

East

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands [including the upper Canal
System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir)’] with
SP2 – Classified Road (M7 Motorway) beyond

South

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands, including the Sydney
International Shooting Centre which occurs adjacent to the
southern site boundary

West

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands with RU4 – Primary Production
Small Lots (including the northern portion of the Brandown
Landfill site)

Western portion of the option
North

Penrith

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots (low density rural
development) with SP2 – Classified Road (Mamre Road)
further to the north.

East

Penrith

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots (low density rural
development) with SP2 – Classified Road (Mamre Road)
and E4 – Environmental Living further to the east.

South

Liverpool

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots (low density rural
development) with SP2 – Classified Road (Elizabeth Drive)
and E4 – Environmental Living further to the east and RU4 –
Primary Production Small Lots (including the Brandown
Quarries site) further to the south.

West

Penrith

E2 – Environment Conservation (comprising Kemps Creek)
with RU4 - RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots and RU2 –
Rural Landscape further to the west.
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Site inspection
Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas,
undertook an inspection of Corridor option A1 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no information
relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or similar products
was obtainable. The key observations included:
• The Western Sydney Parklands portion of Option A1 is covered in dense vegetation
including grasses, native and introduced trees and weeds such a blackberry and St Johns
Wort. Corridor option A1 is undulating, with areas of minor rock outcropping occurring
along ridgelines located in the southeast corner of the site. Limited areas of Option A1
were devoid of established vegetation including internal roadways bisecting the Western
Sydney Parklands and levelled areas occurring to the north of the Upper Canal System
Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir
• The M7 Motorway which forms the far eastern portion of Option A1 was observed to
comprise bitumen pavement materials forming the road pavement which was generally
located on a raised embankment. The existing M7 Motorway comprises a two lane dual
carriageway separated by a vegetated/grassed median strip and bounded by
vegetated/paved road verges
• The M7 Motorway does not support the parking of vehicles with notable exceptions
comprising truck parking areas and several small shoulder areas with emergency phones
• The Upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir and the broader
Western Sydney Parklands was observed to be securely fenced with two metre high
chain wire fencing and locked access gates
• Several earthen dams were observed within Western Sydney Parklands
• Several soil stockpiles were observed in the land portion bounded by Range Road to the
east, Elizabeth Drive to the north, the Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club to the
west and Brandown Quarry and Solid Waste Landfill to the south. Stockpiles ranged in
size from about five cubic metres to 30 m3 and were observed to comprise soil and metal
(sheeting) materials and possibly construction and demolition waste (stockpiles were
located on private property and direct inspection was not possible)
• An approximate 100 m3 soil and rock stockpile was observed to the north of the Upper
Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir. The stockpile was vegetated
and appeared to be aged. Several tyres were observed within the stockpile materials
• The road pavements within Corridor option A1 generally occurred on top a fill
embankment. Fill materials were also observed in verge areas and comprised fine to
medium sandy gravels (asphalt) and sandy silty clays
• The Hi-Quality Group landscaping sales depot was observed within the site at the
intersection of Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive
• A crashed and abandoned vehicle was observed at the intersection of Mamre Road and
Elizabeth Drive
• The Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club and associated bowling greens and playing
fields were observed within the site at the southern side of the intersection of Mamre
Road and Elizabeth Drive
• The Brandown quarry and solid waste landfill facility was observed to occur within the
option and comprised of truck machinery storage areas, metal recycling/storage,
numerous stockpiles (not inspected) and the active landfill and supporting
infrastructure/structures. Numerous metal tanks of unknown usage were observed with
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the central portions of the Brandown site. It is noted that an on-site inspection of the
Brandown property was not undertaken
• An approximate 300 square metre scalded/bare patch of ground was observed to the
north of truck turning bay associated with the Brandown landfill site
• Several chicken farms comprising sheds, silos and associated infrastructure were
observed in the northwest portion of the option
• Rural/residential properties within the study area generally were observed to contain
miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste
• The site was bisected by several paved roads including the M7 Motorway, Range Road
Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive
• The VAC Group Sucker Truck compound was observed to be located along the southern
boundary of the option at 1341 Elizabeth Drive, Kemps Creek
• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads (including shoulders and truck parking bays). Where observed
general waste materials comprised plastic and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and
concrete. Several hydrocarbons stains and asbestos cement fragments (Range Road
shoulders), were also observed within verge areas. Hydrocarbon staining was also
observed in in a shoulder area in front of the Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within the option,
with the exception of minor surface staining within verges and parking bays described
above
• Several services (telecommunications, electricity, gas and water) were noted to occur
within the study area that have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition,
engineered drains were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to
stormwater drainage and road verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• A number of light poles were observed within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option
• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
• No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the site inspection
with the exception of minor hydrocarbon staining and surface ACM debris as described
above.
Topography, surface elevation and cover
The topography of the Corridor option A1 is generally undulating within the eastern and
central portions of the option, sloping towards Kemps Creek to the west and surface water
features to the south/southwest. The elevation at the south-eastern corner, where the
alignment follows the M7 Motorway, is about 65 metres AHD. From here altitude increases
to the northwest along the option through the Western Sydney Parklands, until it is about
100 metres AHD east of the upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect
Reservoir. The western portion of Corridor option A1 is about 45 metres for the area west of
Mamre Road sloping towards Kemps Creek.
An extract of the ASS map for the area is provided in Appendix B.
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Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to A Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for Zone A is between 0.0 and 0.3 L/s, whilst the
groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000 mg/L and 10,000 mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.stm) indicated there are eleven groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metres radius of Corridor option A1. All of the identified bores were
installed as groundwater monitoring bores. It is unknown whether any other unlicensed
bores are used for domestic or abstraction purposes. There was limited information
contained within the drillers logs on the groundwater level present in the above mentioned
groundwater bores, however where available depth to water within identified groundwater
bores was noted as 4.4 metres below ground level (bgl).
Details of groundwater bores (where available and as identified in the driller’s logs) located
within a 500 metres radius of the option are detailed in Table 2-3.
The Groundwater Works Sheets are provided in Appendix C.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Kemps Creek which
bisects the western portion of corridor option A1.
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Table 2-3 Corridor option A1 – summary of registered groundwater bores
Bore ID
Approximate distance from site
Drilling date
Depth (m)

Water
bearing
zone

Static water
level (m)

Geology

GW104081

Occurs within the Site

6 October
2001

30.00

-

-

GW104080

About 100 metres south of central
portion

5 October
2001

30.00

-

-

GW104079

About 350 m south of central portion

4 October
2001

30.00

-

-

GW104078

About 350 m south of central portion

4 October
2001

30.00

-

-

GW110569

About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent
About 500 m north of the western
extent

25 August
2009
25 August
2009
25 August
2009
28 April 2011

6.0

4.0-6.0

4.4

6.0

4.0-6.0

4.4

6.0

4.0-6.0

4.4

-

-

-

0.0 – 4.0: brown clay
4.0 – 5.0: Weathered shale
5.0 – 30.0: Shale
0.0 – 6.0: brown clay
6.0 – 7.0: Weathered shale
7.0 – 30.0: Shale
0.0 – 4.0: brown clay
4.0 – 5.0: Weathered shale
5.0 – 30.0: Shale
0.0 – 4.0: brown clay
4.0 – 5.0: Weathered shale
5.0 – 30.0: Shale
0.0 -1.0: Fill, Silty clay, brown
1.0 - 6.0: clay, silty, brown
0.0 -1.0: Fill, Silty clay, brown
1.0 - 6.0: clay, silty, brown
0.0 -1.0: Fill, Silty clay, brown
1.0 - 6.0: clay, silty, brown
-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

GW110570
GW110571
GW114294
GW114296
GW114297
GW114298
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Information review
CLM Act Section 60 notified contaminated sites search
A search of the NSW EPA List of NSW Contaminated Sites Notified to the EPA was
undertaken for the Site and surrounding area on 11 February 2016. The Section 60 CLM Act
list identified one notified site within a one kilometre radius of the investigation area. A
summary of the notice is provided in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4 Corridor option A1 – Section 60 notified contaminated sites
Suburb
Site name
Location
Distance /
Contaminating
direction
activity
Kemps
Creek

Caltex
Service
Station

1163 Mamre
Road

400 m /
North

Service Station

EPA
management
class
Under
Assessment

A copy of relevant extracts of the list is presented in Appendix A.
POEO Act public record search
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 216 found that two EPLs are
held within 500 metres of the option. A summary of the search findings is presented in
Table 2-5. A copy of selected search results is provided in Appendix A.
Table 2-5 Corridor option A1 – POEO public record search
Lic.
Name
Location
Distance /
Activity type
no.
direction

Status

Issued
date

5186

Brandown
Pty Ltd

Lot 90,
Elizabeth
Drive, Kemps
Creek

On-site

Land-based
extractive
activity
Waste
disposal by
application to
land

Issued
Penalty notice
3085764523:
Contravene any
condition of
licence - not
noise corporation

21 Dec
2000

12618

Brandown
Pty Ltd

Brandown
Recycling
Yard
Elizabeth
Drive, Kemps
Creek

On-site

Recovery of
general waste
Waste storage
- other types
of waste
Composting

Issued

21 Dec
2000

Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option A1 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area are discussed in Table 2-6 and were taken between
1947 and 2014. Aerial photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
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Table 2-6 Corridor option A1 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 27
January 1947
Black and White
Photograph

Run 34
1961
Black and White
Photography

Run 35w
1961
Black and White
Photography
Run 18
7 July 1970
Black and White
Photography

Run 17
6 May 1978
Black and White
Photography

Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour
Photography
Run 23
3 August 1986
Colour
Photography

Run 10
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Site: Corridor option A1 and immediate surrounds appear to be agricultural
land traversed with numerous dirt tracks. There are sporadic areas of
cleared earth that appear to be associated with erosion gullies.
Surrounds: The Upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect
Reservoir is situated 500 metres west of the present day M7 Motorway and
1.5km south of the Elizabeth Drive and M7 Motorway interchange. Several
small buildings are observed along the canal to the south of the reservoir.
The nature of the buildings is unknown but based on their size may be
associated with residential dwellings or canal management quarters. There
appears to a farm dwelling located in the south west of the site at the end of
what is now Range Road, with several buildings scattered around a small
area. The building is located in the footprint of the present day Brandown
recycling site located in the east of the Brandown precinct. There is an area
of cleared earth to the north west of the building. The remaining areas are
agricultural land.
Site: Corridor option A1 is still mainly agricultural land with very little rural or
residential development. The erosion observed in 1947 photography appears
to comprise two dams which have been constructed in the erosion footprint
to the east of the Upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect
Reservoir.
Surrounds: The majority of land use still appears to be for agricultural
purposes. The farm house located within the location of the present day
Brandown recycling yard has been removed and evidence of earthworks
within the location of the present broader Brandown precinct can be
observed.
Site: Corridor option A1 is still mainly agricultural land with very little rural or
residential development.
Surrounds: No significant changes can be observed with the exception of a
lake present to the east of the present day M7 Motorway.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural. There is development
evident to the northwest of Brandown Landfill, west of the intersection of
Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive in an area consistent with the location of
the present day Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club with the erection of
large building and associated lawn. The Brandown Landfill has undergone
further development.
Surrounds: The surrounding land is largely undeveloped. There has been
major earthworks undertaken south of Elizabeth Drive at the current site of
the Brandown Landfill and building constructed (presumably residential)
developed within the location of the present day Brandown recycling yard.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural land with little
development observed. There is evidence of development at the rural site to
the northwest of Brandown Landfill 200 metres west of the intersection of
Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive with the development of what appears to
be the Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club.
Surrounds: The surrounding land is largely undeveloped. There has been
further expansion to Brandown Landfill precinct to the south of Elizabeth
Drive.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural with little development
observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding land is largely undeveloped.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural and undeveloped. The
Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club to the northwest of the Brandown
Landfill, 200 metres west of the intersection of Mamre Road and Elizabeth
Drive has seen expansion with an extra bowling green added to the site.
Surrounds: The Brandown Landfill now has a small body of water in the
southwest corner of the site.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural and undeveloped with
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Date

Description

4 October 1994
Colour
Photography

the exception of the development of the present day Hi-Quality Landscaping
Supplies site located and the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and Mamre
Road. The location of the present day Brandown Landfill site has undergone
significant change with evidence of deep excavations and stockpiling of
materials that appear to be related to extractive (quarrying) land use. The
Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club now resembles the present day
configuration.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely unchanged, with the
exception new land clearing to the southeast of the junction of the present
day M7 Motorway and Elizabeth Drive in the location of the present day Cecil
Park residential suburb.
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural/rural land and
undeveloped. There has been a small square land clearance between the
Upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir and the
small water body to the east.
Surrounds: The surrounding area has seen the Cecil Park housing estate
built on the aforementioned land clearances to the southeast of the junction
of the present day M7 Motorway and Elizabeth Drive. Sydney International
Shooting Centre has been built off Range Road to the south of Elizabeth
Drive. There has been development adjacent to Brandown Quarry/landfill to
the east with newly erected buildings evident (presumed to be a Brandown
recycling yard).
Site: Corridor option A1 remains largely agricultural/rural land and resembles
its present day configuration. The small square land clearance between the
Upper Canal System Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir and the
small water body to the east remains visible.
Surrounds: The surrounding area to the southeast of the junction of the
present day M7 Motorway and Elizabeth Drive has seen further housing
development with new residential estates evident. Sydney International
Shooting Centre remains off Range Road to the south of Elizabeth Drive.
There has been development adjacent to Brandown Quarries to the east with
newly erected buildings present. There has been a recycling centre built to
the east of Brandown Quarries along Range Road. Adjacent to Kemps Creek
Sporting and Bowling Club to the west now sits the School of Soul Study
Centre. 300 metres east of Salisbury Avenue there is a Mobile Service
Station and a cluster of local shops. At the intersection of Elizabeth Drive
and Salisbury Avenue there is a BP Service Station and Automotive
Workshop.

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour
Photography

Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour
Photography

2.1.6 Corridor option A3
Corridor option A3 site description
Corridor option A3 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate 4.95 kilometre long linear land portion. This corridor option starts about 1.8
kilometre north of the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and the M7 and continues to about 0.6
kilometre south of the intersection. From the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and the M7, the
alignment largely follows the existing Elizabeth Drive in a southwest direction to about the
intersection of Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road. From the Mamre Road intersection the
alignment generally follows the same path as route option A1, moving in a northwest
direction and crossing Kemps Creek to end about 150 metres east of the end Salisbury
Avenue.
The location of the option is illustrated in Figure 2-2.
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Corridor option A3 site identification details
Corridor option A3 site identification details are provided in Table 2-7
Table 2-7 Corridor option A3 – site identification
Site
Description
identification
Current
occupier /
owner

Multiple owners: Corridor option A3 traverses private and public land parcels
including rural residential properties, the Western Sydney Parklands,
WestLink M7 Motorway easement and the Elizabeth Drive road easement.

Address

Corridor option A3 occurs within the suburbs of Cecil Park and Mount
Vernon. This corridor option generally travels along the same alignment of
Elizabeth Drive to the Mamre Road intersection. It passes through Western
Sydney Parklands (including a section of the Wylde Bike Trail) and a number
of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road including
the Hi Quality Group property and CSR Brickworks. Around the existing
intersection with Mamre Road, it travels in a north-west direction, crossing
Kemps Creek.

Lot, Plan

Corridor option A3 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 2 DP2954
Lot 3 DP2954
Lot 25 DP2954
Lot 102 DP2954
Lot 15 Lot
DP30265
Lot 16 Lot
DP30265
Lot 17 DP30265
Lot 18 DP30265
Lot 19 DP30265
Lot 20 DP30265
Lot 21 DP30265
Lot 22 DP30265
Lot 23 DP30265
Lot 24 DP30265
Lot 25 DP30265
Lot 26 DP30265
Lot 29 DP30265
Lot 51 DP30266
Lot 52 DP30266
Lot 53 DP30266
Lot 54 DP30266
Lot 55 DP30266
Lot 56 DP30266
Lot 57 DP30266
Lot 58 DP30266
Lot B DP102214
Lot 2 DP202907
Lot 4 DP229406
Lot 8 DP229406
Lot 9 DP229406
Lot 10 DP234599
Lot 1 DP236527
Lot 2 DP236527
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Lot 4 DP236527
Lot 14 DP240183
Lot 15 DP240183
Lot 1 DP308358
Lot 26A
DP387529
Lot 26B
DP387529
Lot B DP416720
Lot 1 DP522269
Lot 1 DP533788
Lot 2 DP533788
Lot 4 DP559666
Lot 1 DP603946
Lot 105 DP610012
Lot 5 DP629798
Lot 6 DP629798
Lot 7 DP629798
Lot 25 DP653888
Lot 28 DP654786
Lot 1 DP724970
Lot 41 DP734584
Lot 1 DP736951
Lot 2 DP736951
Lot 7 DP737052
Lot 8 DP737052
Lot 51 DP811015
Lot 6 DP838683
Lot 502 DP854130
Lot 4991
DP855173
Lot 5000
DP855173
Lot 5045
DP857382
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Lot 61 DP869167
Lot 62 DP869167
Lot 2 DP922940
Lot 8 DP1014394
Lot 10 DP1021938
Lot 11 DP1021938
Lot 12 DP1021938
Lot 13 DP1021938
Lot 10 DP1021940
Lot 11 DP1021940
Lot 12 DP1021940
Lot 13 DP1021940
Lot 14 DP1021940
Lot 15 DP1021940
Lot 16 DP1021940
Lot 17 DP1021940
Lot 18 DP1021940
Lot 19 DP1021940
Lot 28 DP1021940
Lot 29 DP1021940
Lot 30 DP1021940
Lot 34 DP1021940
Lot 35 DP1021940
Lot 38 DP1021940
Lot 39 DP1021940
Lot 40 DP1021940
Lot 41 DP1021940
Lot 42 DP1021940
Lot 1 DP1022633
Lot 2 DP1022633
Lot 1 DP1041390
Lot 2 DP1041390
Lot 3 DP1041390
Lot 4 DP1041390

Lot 5 DP1041390
Lot 12 DP1041391
Lot 71 DP1044837
Lot 72 DP1044837
Lot 1 DP1054778
Lot 2 DP1054778
Lot 3 DP1054778
Lot 4 DP1054778
Lot 5 DP1054778
Lot 6 DP1054778
Lot 7 DP1054778
Lot 8 DP1054778
Lot 9 DP1054778
Lot 3 DP1087825
Lot 44 DP1109683
Lot 49 DP1110579
Lot 50 DP1110579
Lot 51 DP1110579
Lot 52 DP1110579
Lot 53 DP1110579
Lot 54
DP1110579
Lot 55 DP1110579
Lot 57 DP1110579
Lot 58 DP1110579
Lot 59 DP1110579
Lot 60 DP1110579
Lot 61 DP1110579
Lot 62 DP1110579
Lot 63 DP1110579
Lot 304
DP1122172
Lot 2311
DP1133688
Lot 2315
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Site
identification

Description
Lot 3 DP236527

Lot 11 DP860893
Lot 18 DP860893
Lot 19 DP860893
Lot 26 DP860893

DP1133688
Lot 24 DP1152887
Lot 1 DP1160625
Lot 30 DP1181356

Zoning

SP2 Infrastructure (Wallgrove Road/M7 Motorway), RU1 – Primary
Production and RU4 – Primary Production Small Lots (Fairfield Local
Environmental Plan and Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 ), Western
Sydney Parklands and Bulk Water Supply Infrastructure (State
Environmental Planning Policy (Western Sydney Parklands) 2009) and RU4
- Primary Production Small Lots, E2 – Environment Conservation and RU2 –
Rural Landscape (Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010)

LGA

Shared by the Penrith City Council (area west of Wallgrove Road and north
of Elizabeth Drive up to about Range Road), Liverpool City Council (area
south of Elizabeth Drive).

Area

About 220.8 ha

Site
Coordinates

Eastern extent - North: X: 300,862.680 Y: 6,250,566.262,
South: X: 300,290.432 Y: 6,248,951.367
Central portion – X: 298,881.725 Y: 6,249,174.738
Western extent - X: 296,170.578 Y: 6,249,435.761

Site Plan

Figure 2-2
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Figure 2-2 Option A3 – site plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option A3 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010, the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 and Fairfield Local
Environmental Plan 2013 and are presented in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8 Corridor option A3 – surrounding land use
Location
Local Government Area Description
(LGA)
Eastern portion of the option
North

Fairfield

Western Sydney Parklands with RU4 – Primary
Production Small Lots and E2 – Environmental
Conservation further afield.

East

Fairfield

Western Sydney Parklands with R2 – Low
Density Residential beyond (Abbotsbury)

South

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands

West

Fairfield

RU1 – Primary production occurs immediately to
the west with RU4 – Primary Production Small
Lots occurring beyond.

Central portion of the option
North

Liverpool

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots

East

Liverpool and Fairfield

RU1 primary Production - Primary Production
Small Lots and Western Sydney Parklands

South

Liverpool

Western Sydney Parklands

West

Liverpool

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots

Western portion of the option
North

Penrith

As per Corridor option A1 “western portion of the
option)

East

Penrith

As per Corridor option A1 “western portion of the
option)

South

Liverpool

As per Corridor option A1 “western portion of the
option)

West

Penrith

As per Corridor option A1 “western portion of the
option)

Site inspection
Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas
undertook an inspection of Corridor option A3 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no information
relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or similar products
was obtainable. The key observations included:
• The Western Sydney Parklands portion of Corridor option A3 is covered in dense
vegetation including grasses, native and introduced trees and weeds such a blackberry
and St Johns Wort
• The Wallgrove Road/ existing M7 Motorway which forms the far eastern portion of the site
was observed to comprise bitumen pavement materials forming the road pavement which
was generally located on a raised embankment. The existing M7 road option comprises a
two lane dual carriage way separated by a vegetated/grassed median strip and bounded
by vegetated/paved road verges. The existing Wallgrove Road comprises a two way road
bounded to the east by the M7 and peri-urban development to the west
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• The existing Elizabeth Drive, which forms the central portion of Corridor option A3 is
paved with bitumen pavement materials and comprises a two way road
• In addition to the above mentioned existing roads which form part of the option, Corridor
option A3 is also bisected by several paved roads including Cecil Road, Duff Road,
Range Road and Mamre Road
• Several shoulder areas were noted along the roads within the option. Shoulder areas
were generally associated with illegal dumping activities with observed waste materials
comprising foam/plastic chairs, limited ACM debris (Clifton Road/Elizabeth Drive
Intersection), 5L oil drums, tyres and general waste materials
• The road pavements within the option generally occurred on top a fill embankments. Fill
materials were also observed in verge areas and comprised fine to medium sandy
gravels (asphalt) and sandy silty clays
• The Western Sydney Parklands was observed to be securely fenced with 6ft chain wire
fencing and locked access gates
• The CSR Bricks and Roofing Quarry/Plant was observed to occur within Corridor option
A3 in the area to the west of Cecil Road. The plant appeared to be used for industrial land
use activities associated with raw materials extraction and processing. Three large smoke
stacks were observed within the CSR site
• Several earthen dams were observed within the option. Notably a moderate sized earthen
dam occurs down gradient of the CSR Bricks and Roofing Quarry/Plant within an
ephemeral drainage line
• A stockpile of basalt aggregate used for road formation activities was observed within a
locked shoulder area about 500 metres east of Range Road. The area adjacent to the
secure aggregate storage area (as per the majority of shoulder areas) was associated
with illegal dumping
• Several soil stockpiles were observed in the land portion bounded by Range Road to the
east, Elizabeth Drive to the north, the Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling Club to the
west and Brandown Solid Waste Landfill to the south. Stockpiles ranged in size from
about 5 m3 to 30 m3 and were observed to comprise soil and metal (sheeting) materials
and possibly construction and demolition waste (stockpiles were located on private
property and direct inspection was not possible)
• The Hi-Quality Group landscaping sales depot was observed within the site at the
intersection of Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive
• A crashed and abandoned vehicle was observed at the intersection of Mamre Road and
Elizabeth Drive
• The Kemps Creek Sporting and Bowling club and associated bowling greens and playing
fields were observed within the site at the southern side of the intersection of Mamre
Road and Elizabeth Drive
• Several chicken farms comprising sheds, silos and associated infrastructure were
observed in the northwest portion of the site. A mushroom farm was observed in the
northeast portion of the site, located off Wallgrove Road
• Rural/residential properties associated with Corridor option A3 were generally observed
to contain miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste. A disused above
ground storage tank was observed at 239 – 285 Wallgrove Road. The tank capacity was
about 2000L
• The VAC Group Sucker Truck compound was observed to be located along the southern
boundary of the option at 1341 Elizabeth Drive, Kemps Creek
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• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads (including shoulders and truck parking bays). Where observed
general waste materials comprised plastic and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and
concrete. Several hydrocarbons stains (shoulder opposite the Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club) and asbestos cement fragments (Clifton Road/Elizabeth Drive Intersection)
were also observed within verge areas
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within the option
(with the exception of minor surface staining within verges and shoulders described
above)
• Several services (Telstra, electricity gas and water) were noted to occur within the site
area that have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition, engineered
drains were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to storm water and
road verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• A number of light poles were observed within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option
• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed. An AST (presumably
disused) was observed in a private property located off Wallgrove Road
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
• No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the inspection
with the exception of minor hydrocarbon staining and surface ACM debris as described
above.
Topography, surface elevation and cover
The topography of the Corridor option A3 is generally undulating within the eastern and
central portions, sloping towards Kemps Creek to the west, Ropes Creek to the northeast
and associated draining lines. The elevation at the north-eastern corner, where the option
follows the M7 Motorway southbound, is about 100 metres AHD. From here altitude
undulates along the existing Elizabeth Drive, until it slopes downwards to the west towards
Mamre Road eventually falling to about 45 metres AHD for the area west of Mamre Road
sloping towards Kemps Creek.
Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to a Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for the area covered by Corridor option A3 is between
0.0 and 0.3 L/s, whilst the groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000mg/L and 10,000
mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.stm) indicated there are eleven groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metres radius of Corridor option A3. The groundwater bores are in
same proximity to the Corridor option A3 as they are to Corridor option A1 and are therefore
detailed above in Table 2-3.
The Groundwater Works Sheets are provided in Appendix C.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Kemps Creek which
bisects the western portion of Corridor option A3.
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Information review
CLM Act Section 60 notified contaminated sites search
A search of the NSW EPA List of NSW Contaminated Sites Notified to the EPA was
undertaken for the Site and surrounding area on 11 February 2016. The Section 60 CLM Act
list identified one notified site within a 500 kilometre radius of the investigation area. The
proximity of the notified site is the same for the Route Option A3 and Route Option A1 (both
options converge) and thus information pertaining to notices is discussed in Table 2-4.
A copy of relevant extracts of the list is presented in Appendix A.
POEO Act public record search
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 2016 found that three EPLs
are held within 500 metres of Corridor option A3. The site to which two of these EPLs relate
are closer to Corridor option A1 and therefore discussed in the previous section. The
remaining EPL is held by a premises that bisects the option and is summarised below in
Table 2-9.
Table 2-9 Corridor option A3 – POEO public record search
Licence
Name
Location
Distance /
Activity type
no.
direction
1027

Boral
CSR
Bricks
Pty Ltd

Lot 7 Cecil
Road, Cecil
Park

Onsite

Ceramics production
Land-based extractive
activity
Crushing, grinding or
separating
Mining for minerals
Ceramic waste generation

Status

Issued
date

Issued

13 May
2000

A copy of selected search results is provided in Appendix A.
Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option A3 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area are discussed in Table 2-10 and were taken between
1947 and 2014. Aerial Photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
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Table 2-10 Corridor option A3 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 27
January 1947
Black and White
Photograph

Run 35w
1961
Black and White
Photography

Run 17
7 July 1970
Black and White
Photography

Run 16
6 May 1978
Black and White
Photography

Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour
Photography

Site: Between Wallgrove Road and Cecil Road the option appears to be
primarily agricultural with scattered farm dwellings. There is a small dam located
between Duff Road and Mamre Road. The remainder of the option is
agricultural with no dwellings evident. Kemps Creek intersects the option at the
western boundary.
Surrounds: There appears to a farm dwelling located about 500 metres
northwest of the site along present day Duff Road. Another farm dwelling can be
observed about 1km north of the site along Mamre Road. A small body of water
is located about 500 metres to the north east of the option, adjacent to Mamre
Road. The remainder of the surrounding area appears to be agricultural grazing
land. Kemps Creek flows north west along the western boundary of the site.
Site: Corridor option A3 has seen minor development primarily comprising of
cleared land and small water bodies. There is increased residential and rural
development near the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road.
Evidence of a dwelling associated with a farm dam and cultivated areas can be
observed in location of the present day Ifran College at the corner of Duff Road
and Elizabeth Drive.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely unchanged, with some
limited increase in rural development. South of Elizabeth Drive between Cecil
Road and Duff Road there is a new unpaved road running southeast to an area
of circular earth works in a location consistent with the location of the Sydney
Water Supply Tanks located off Elizabeth Drive and within Western Sydney
Parklands.
Site: There is increased evidence of agricultural development north along
Wallgrove Road. Heading west on Elizabeth Drive, the land has been further
cleared and a mix of residential and agricultural (sheds, tanks etc) structures
erected. The dam associated with the residential dwelling located at the corner
of Duff Road and Elizabeth Drive has been backfilled and three building
(presumed to be two residential dwellings and an agricultural shed, possibly for
poultry production).
Surrounds: The surrounding land has been partially cleared and further
agricultural/rural development is evident along the length of the northern side of
the site. There is new small water body situated at the western edge of the site,
200 metres west of Kemps Creek. An unidentified tank with outbuildings has
now been constructed south of Elizabeth Drive between Cecil Road and Duff
Road in a location consistent with the existing Sydney Water Supply Tanks
located off Elizabeth Drive and within the Western Sydney Parklands.
Site: There has been significant rural development of the site since the last
photograph. The site remains a mix of residential and rural development, with
increased agricultural activities including horticulture, cropping and intensive
animal production. There is a large industrial development now located between
Elizabeth Drive and Cecil Drive within the location of the existing CSR
Brickworks, with significant earth disturbance evident. There are two harness
racing tracks either side of Kemp Creek between Mamre Road and Salisbury
Avenue.
Surrounds: The north side of Elizabeth Drive has seen further rural
development. The large industrial development (present day CSR Brickworks
site) extends for about 500 metres to the northwest along Cecil Road. The
Sydney Water Supply Tank and outbuildings are still evident south of Elizabeth
Drive between Cecil Road and Duff Road. Significant rural development is
evident for about 500 metres north on Mamre Road.
Site: There has been no notable development within Corridor option A3 since
the last photograph.
Surrounds: The north side of Elizabeth Drive shows only minor development.
The CSR Brick and Roofing site has been slightly enlarged with the main
building extended. The rural development immediately east located off the east
side of Duff Road (about 200 m north of the intersection of Duff Road and
Elizabeth Drive) has been demolished and a new development built in its place.
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Date

Description

Run 10
4 October 1994
Colour
Photography

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour
Photography

Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour
Photography

The Sydney Water Supply Tank and associated telecommunications tower site
south of Elizabeth Drive between Cecil Road and Duff Road has been
expanded and a new smaller water tank is evident adjacent to the original
structure. The rural development north on Mamre Road is still present, however,
two of the buildings have been demolished.
Site: There has been minor rural development north on Wallgrove Road. The
option shows increased semi-rural development between Duff Road and Mamre
Road. There is a new development at the junction of Elizabeth Drive and Mamre
Road in the location of the present day site of Hi-Quality Landscaping. The
nature of the development appears to be consistent with the present day land
use as a landscaping supplies commercial property.
Surrounds: The north side of Elizabeth Drive shows minor rural development.
The CSR Brick and Roofing site remains unchanged.
Site: within Corridor option A3 shows minor development north on Wallgrove
Road. Rural / residential development at the corner of Duff Road and Elizabeth
Drive appears to have been decommissioned with the removal of agricultural
sheds, otherwise the option has remained unchanged from the previous
photograph.
Surrounds: The area west of Wallgrove Road shows evidence of rural
development with evidence of new buildings. There is an area of cleared
land/grass due south of the junction of Elizabeth Drive and Duff Road, the
nature if the clearing is unknown. The Sydney Water Supply Tanks and
telecommunications towers remain visible and no new construction has been
observed at this site. There has been further rural development to the north of
Elizabeth Drive between Duff Road and Mamre Road.
Site: within Corridor option A3 shows minor rural developments north on
Wallgrove Road including a mushroom farm. Ifran College at the corner of Duff
Road and Elizabeth Drive has been developed in the location of former rural /
residential development. The remainder of the option has largely remained
unchanged from the previous photograph.
Surrounds: The land clearance due south of the junction of Elizabeth Drive and
Duff Road is no longer visible. The road leading to Sydney Reservoir Water
Tanks and telecommunications towers has been upgraded and extended to an
additional tower 300 metres northeast of the original structures. The CSR Brick
and Roofing site now contains three chimney stacks. There has been minor
rural development to the north of Elizabeth Drive between Duff Road and
Mamre Road. The Hi-Quality Group Landscaping site at the intersection of
Mamre Road and Elizabeth Drive is still evident.

2.2 Zone B
Environmental conditions of the study area that are common to Zone B are detailed below.
Where the environmental setting and/or site conditions differ between route options within a
Zone B, these are discussed separately.

2.2.1 Geology
Reference to the 1:100 000 scale Geological Series, Sheet 9030 (Edition 1) 1991 Map of
Penrith, indicates that Zone B is underlain by:
• Bringelly Shale, consisting of Shale, carbonaceous Claystone, Laminite, fine to medium
grained lithic Sandstone, rare coal and tuff
• Quaternary aged sediments that comprise fine-grained sand, silt, and clay.
Zone B is largely underlain by Bringelly Shale moving into a discrete areas of Quaternary
sediments associated with South Creek and Badgerys Creek.
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2.2.2 Acid sulfate soils (ASS)
Reference to the Australian Soil Resources Information System (ASRIS) ASS map layer
suggests that Zone B is characterised by a C4- Extremely Low Probability in relation to ASS
risk. It is noted that the according the ASRIS database map legend, accuracy of the data
was deemed to be very low.
An extract of the ASS map for the area is provided in Appendix B.

2.2.3 Climate
Climate averages (sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/) for the Badgerys Creek AWS (located about five
kilometres southwest of the Site) are:
• Mean Daily Temperature (annual average): 10.8°C (min) 23.8°C (max)
• Mean Rainfall (annual average): 694.7 millimetres
• Average days per annum with rainfall >1millimetres: about 68.9 days.

2.2.4 Information review
No reports relating to previous investigations were made available to Aurecon at the time of
reporting.
Previous site reports
No reports relating to previous investigations were made available to Aurecon at the time of
reporting.
A contaminated land public record search of the NSW Environmental Protection Authority
(EPA) contaminated sites register under the CLM Act was undertaken for the Liverpool City
Council and Penrith City Council on 9 February 2016.
The search revealed that there are two records related to two sites within the Liverpool LGA
and seven record related to seven sites within the Penrith City LGA. All sites to which these
notices relate occurred outside of Zone B options (B2 and B5) and at separation distances of
greater than 500 metres from either option.
It is considered that the locations of the sites to which these notices relate are a sufficient
distance away from and/or hydrologically separated from Zone B for them to have an impact.
A summary of the notices are provided in Table 1 of Appendix A.
A copy of the contaminated sites register search is provided in Appendix B.
CLM Act Section 60 notified contaminated sites search
A search of the NSW EPA List of NSW Contaminated Sites Notified to the EPA was
undertaken for the Site and surrounding area on 11 February 2016. The search did not
identify any sites within a 500 metres radius of the Zone B options (B2 and B5).
A copy of relevant extracts of the list is presented in Appendix A.

2.2.5 Corridor option B2
Corridor option B2 site description
Corridor option B2 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate 5.5 kilometre long linear land portion. This corridor option starts about 150
east of the end Salisbury Avenue and travels in a general westerly direction through semirural development for about 0.6 kilometre. The alignment then continues to the west,
bisecting the northern portion of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility (landfill and recycling
centre) and Hi-Quality Group Quarry then continuing to the west through developed
agricultural / horticultural land, crossing South Creek and running parallel to and bisecting
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the southern boundary of the Elizabeth Drive Landfill Facility. The option then crosses
Badgerys Creek and continues to the West through the CSIRO Research Station for about
0.9 kilometre at which point it splits, with one arm intersecting Elizabeth Drive located about
0.6 kilometre immediately to the south and the other arm moving in a slight northwest
direction for about one kilometre to terminate within open grazing land associated with the
CSIRO Research Station.
The location of the site is illustrated in Figure 2-3.

Corridor option B2 site identification details
Corridor option B2 site identification details are provided in Table 2-11.
Table 2-11 Corridor option B2 – site identification
Site
Description
identification
Current
occupier /
owner
Address

Lot, DP

Multiple owners: Corridor option B2 bisects both private and public land parcels
including rural residential properties, commercial/industrial properties (including the
Elizabeth Drive landfill facility and Hi-Quality Group Quarry) the CSIRO / University
of Sydney land, commercial nurseries and road easements and agricultural land.
Corridor option B2 occurs within the suburbs of Kemps Creek and Badgerys Creek.
This corridor option travels in an east-west direction generally parallel to the
existing Elizabeth Drive road option, commencing about 150 metres east of
Salisbury Avenue and terminating in open grazing land associated with the CSIRO
Research Station.
Corridor option B2 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 24
Lot B
Lot 28
Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3
Lot 1
Lot 3
Lot 4

Zoning

LGA
Area
Site
coordinates
Site plan
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DP2566
DP102214
DP217001
DP240718
DP240718
DP240718
DP255566
DP255566
DP255566

Lot 5
Lot B
Lot 1
Lot 21
Lot 22
Lot 1
Lot 41
Lot 1
Lot 2

DP255566
DP416720
DP542395
DP601022
DP601022
DP716403
DP734584
DP736951
DP736951

Lot 741
Lot 1
Lot 2
Lot 3
Lot 4
Lot 5
Lot 1
Lot 101

DP810111
DP812284
DP812284
DP812284
DP812284
DP812284
DP838361
DP848215

Lot 4
DP860456
Lot 5
DP860456
Lot 1
DP981720
Lot 1
DP981721
Lot 62
DP1087838
Lot 63
DP1087838
Lot 228
DP1134016
Lot 230
DP1134016

RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots, RU2 - Rural Landscape with RU2 - Rural
Landscape and E2 – Environment Conservation (Penrith Local Environmental Plan
2010)
Penrith City Council.
About 220.8 ha
Eastern extent - X: 295,242.582 Y: 6,249,725.126
Central portion - X: 293,598.263 Y: 6,249,765.232
Western extent - X: 290,933.485 Y: 6,250,589.619
Figure 2-3
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Figure 2-3 Option B2 – site plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option B2 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010, the Penrith Local Environmental Plan (Glenmore Park Stage 2)
2009 and are presented in Table 2-12.
Table 2-12 Corridor option B2 – surrounding land use

Location Local Government Area
(LGA)

Description

North

Penrith

East

Penrith

South

Penrith

West

Penrith

RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental
Conservation along riparian areas (South Creek
and Badgerys Creek).
RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots with RU2 Rural Landscape, E2 – Environment Conservation
(kemps Creek) and SP2 – Classified Road beyond.
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental
Conservation and SP2 – Classified Road (Elizabeth
Drive) further to the south.
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental
Conservation along riparian areas (South Creek
and Badgerys Creek).

Site inspection
Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas,
undertook an inspection of Corridor option B2 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no information
relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or similar products
was obtainable. The key observations included:
• Corridor option B2 is largely comprised of rural/residential properties used for a range of
activities including horticulture, chicken farming, nurseries, horse stables and harness
racing and agricultural grazing
• The eastern portion of the option (where it starts to diverge from Route Option B5) would
traverse a rural/commercial property on Clifton Road that was observed to comprise a
potential car wrecking yard containing numerous cars, trucks and machinery items. This
premises was also observed to contain several areas of bare earth associated with
storage activities and evidence of filling observed as soil stockpiles and berms
• Outside the potential car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Road
(within the option), multiple fragments of ACM sheeting were observed. The fragments
were noted to be in poor condition, less than 10 cm2 in size and were observed at an
approximate density of less than 100 cm2 per metre
• Opposite the potential car wrecking and adjacent to the northern boundary of the
Elizabeth Drive landfill facility a rural development site was observed within Corridor
option B2. The development was observed to comprise earthworks and evidence of filling
(boulders and cobbles) was observed within gully lines moving east-west towards Clifton
Road. Several soil stockpiles and berms were also noted within the option
• The eastern portion of Corridor option B2 traverses the northern portion of the Elizabeth
Drive landfill facility (landfill and recycling centre). The Elizabeth Drive landfill facility was
observed to comprise of deep excavations used for waste emplacement in the southern
portion of the premises and raised landfill cells to the north. Site signage indicated that
the landfill was used for the disposal of General Solid Waste. Evidence of concrete
recycling was observed
• Corridor option B2 traverses the northern portion of the Hi-Quality Group Quarry/Yard
which was located adjacent to the western boundary of the Elizabeth Drive Landfill
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Facility. The Hi-Quality Group Quarry/Yard appeared to be used for landscaping material
stockpiling (soils, aggregates and mulch). Evidence of significant ground disturbance
possibly associated with extractive land use activities (quarrying) was also observed
• Corridor option B2 traverses Andreasens Green Wholesale Nurseries occurring at 1543
Elizabeth Drive. The nursery was noted be a commercial nursery with commercial sales
only, producing landscaping trees. A carpark area was located in the centre of the
nursery and within the site. Further, a 2000 litre above ground storage tank (AST) and a
1000 litre AST were observed within the site footprint located on the western side of
Western Road within the nursery compound area. Two large dams were observed along
to the eastern boundary of the Western Road within the northern portion of the nursery
• A bus/truck parking and maintenance yard was located immediately north of the nursery.
The yard was unlined and contained numerous truck and buses
• The option was observed to bisect the southern portion of Elizabeth Drive Landfill Facility
and adjacent rural landholdings with associated structures. To the south of the Elizabeth
Drive Landfill facility and within the option was located a rural residential property that
appeared to be used for truck and machinery storage with evidence of earthworks and fill
materials
• A vet clinic and associated animal shelter were located to the south of Corridor option B2
at 1842 Elizabeth Drive immediately west of “The Egg Basket”, poultry sales
• The option traverses several roads including Salisbury Avenue, Clifton Avenue, Western
Road, the Elizabeth Drive Landfill Facility entry road and the CSIRO/University of Sydney
land entry road. The site was also observed to bisect several unpaved driveways and
private access roads
• The road pavements within t Corridor option B2 generally occurred on top of a fill
embankment. Fill materials were also observed in verge areas
• Several earthen dams were observed within the option and were generally associated
with rural/agricultural development
• Several chicken farms comprising shed, silos and associated infrastructure were
observed in the within the option
• Rural/residential properties associated Corridor option B2 were generally observed to
contain miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste
• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads. Where observed general waste materials comprised plastic
and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and concrete. Multiple ACM fragments were
observed on the road verge of Clifton Road, opposite the site presumed to be a car
wrecking yard
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within Corridor
option B2 with the exception of ACM debris as detailed above
• Several services (Telstra, electricity, gas and water) were noted to occur within the study
area that have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition, engineered
drains were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to storm water and
road verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option with the exception of
ASTs associated with the nursery
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• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed. Two ASTs were
observed within the Andreasens Green Wholesale Nursery site located within the option
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
•

No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the inspection
with the exception of minor surface ACM debris as described above.

Topography, surface elevation and cover
Corridor option B2 traverses across South Creek and Badgerys Creek which run south to
north through the study area. The surface topography varies slightly from a lowest altitude of
about 45 metres AHD nearest to Kemps Creek in the east up to a maximum altitude of about
70 metres in the western portion of the Corridor option B2. The majority of the eastern
portion of the option is largely level with the exception of the south-eastern corner of the
Elizabeth Drive landfill facility where the option undulates with landfill topography and rolling
hills. In the central portion of Corridor option B2 the topography is slightly undulating sloping
from 45 metres in the creeks flats to 60 metres in the highest point. In the western portion of
the option the land surface is covered with several dams placed in drainage lines formed by
undulating hills that vary in altitude between 45 metres to 70 metres AHD.
Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to A Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for the area covered by Corridor option B2 is between
0.0 and 0.3 L/s, whilst the groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000mg/L and 10,000
mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.stm) indicated there are 15 groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metre radius of Corridor option B2. All of the identified bores were
installed groundwater monitoring bores. It is unknown whether any other unlicensed bores
are used for domestic or abstraction purposes. There was limited information contained
within the drillers logs on the groundwater level present in the above mentioned groundwater
bores, however where available depth to water within identified groundwater bores was
noted as 4.4 metres below ground level (bgl).
Details of groundwater bores (where available and as identified in the driller’s logs) located
within a 500 metres radius of the Site are detailed in Table 2-13.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Kemps Creek within the
east portion of the option, South Creek with the central portions and Badgerys Creek to the
west.
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Table 2-13 Corridor option B2 – summary of registered groundwater bores
Bore ID
Approximate Distance
Drilling Date
Depth (m)
from Site

GW110569

Water Bearing
Zone

Static water
Level (m)

Geology

0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Silty Clay
-

About 410 metres North
East of the eastern portion.
About 415m North East of
the eastern portion.
About 375m North East of
the eastern portion.

25 August
2009
28 April 2011

6.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

-

-

-

25 August 2009

12.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

GW110571

About 310 metres North
East of the eastern portion.

25 August 2009

12.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

GW114295

About 375m North East of
the eastern portion.
About 315m North East of
the eastern portion.
About 255m North East of
the eastern portion.
About 290 metres North
East of the eastern portion.

28 April 2011

-

-

-

0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Clay
Loam
0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Clay
Loam
-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

About 45m South of the
eastern portion.
About 95m North of the
central portion.
About 95m North of the
central portion.

13 September 2007

-

-

-

-

17 July 1991

-

-

-

-

26 October 1994

30.0

-

-

0.0-0.5: Clay
0.5-1.4: Clay
1.4-2.0: Clay
2.0-3.5: Clay
3.5-4.5: Clay
4.5-5.0: Clay
5.0-6.0: Shale
6.0-8.5: Shale
8.5-9.0: Siltstone
9.0-10.5: Shale
10.5-11.0: Shale

GW114294
GW110570

GW114296
GW114297
GW114298

GW112567
GW112172
GW072774
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Bore ID

GW112173
GW112171
GW112165

GW112116
GW112167
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Approximate Distance
from Site

Drilling Date

Depth (m)

Water Bearing
Zone

Static water
Level (m)

Geology

About 495m North of the
central portion.
Located within the central
portion.
About 295m North of the
central portion.

10 March 1993

-

-

-

11.0-18.0: Shale
18.0-19.0:
Siltstone
19.0-21.5: Shale
21.5-22.5:
Siltstone
22.5-24.0: Shale
24.0-26.: Siltstone
26.0-30.0: Shale
-

23 July 1991

-

-

-

-

28 August
1992

-

-

-

-

About 300 metres North of
the central portion.
About 520 metres North of
the central portion.

09 November 1995

-

-

-

-

05 March 1993

-

-

-

-
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Information review
POEO Act public record search
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 2016 found that three current
and one revoked EPLs are held within 500 metres of the Corridor option B2. A summary of
the search findings is presented in Table 2-14. A copy of selected search results is provided
in Appendix A.
Table 2-14 Corridor option B2 – POEO public record search
Licence Name
Location
Distance /
Activity Type
No.
Direction

Status

Issued
date

4581

Kari &
Ghossayn Pty
Ltd

Kari &
Ghossayn Pty
Ltd
Clifton Ave,
Kemps Creek

On-site

Solid Waste
Landfilling
Crushing,
grinding or
separating
Landfilling in
Designated
Areas
Other LandBased
Extraction

Revoked

27 June
2000

4068

Sita Australia
Pty Ltd

1725 Elizabeth
Drive, Kemps
Creek

100 m /
north

Waste storage other types of
waste
Waste disposal
by application to
land

Issued

13 Sep
2001

Sita Australia
Pty Ltd
Trading as:
Suez
Environment
Recycling &
Waste
Recovery

Sita Advanced
Waste
Treatment
Facility
1725 Elizabeth
Drive, Kemps
Creek

100 m /
north

Composting
Recovery of
general waste
Waste storage other types of
waste

Issued

12889

Clean Up Notice
1025236

29 Jul 2008

Penalty notices
3085764890,
3085769950
and
3085771765:
Contravene
section by
emission of
odours –
Corporation
Penalty Notice
3085773580:
Fail to comply
with
requirements
relating to
asbestos waste

12901

Sydney
Recycling
Park Pty Ltd

Sydney
Recycling Park
16-23 Clifton
Avenue,
Kemps Creek

Onsite

Waste storage other types of
waste
Non-thermal
treatment of
general waste
Waste disposal
by application to
land
Land-based
extractive
activity

Issued

29 Jul 2008

Penalty Notice
3085765403
and
3085772425:
Contravene any
condition of
licence - not
noise –
corporation
Penalty notice
3085769592:
Contravene
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Licence
No.

Name

Location

Distance /
Direction

Activity Type

Status

Issued
date

section by
emission of
odours –
Corporation
Clean Up Notice
1122702 (s.91
Clean-up notice)

Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option B2 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area are discussed in Table 2-15 and were taken between
1947 and 2014. Aerial Photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
Table 2-15 Corridor option B2 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 28
January 1947
Black and white
photograph

Run 27
January 1947
Black and white
photograph

Run 35w
1961
Black and white
photography

Run 34
1961
Black and white
photography

Run 17
7 July 1970
Black and white
photography
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Site: Corridor option B2 is mainly agricultural land with scattered
residential and farm dwellings. Western Road intersects the option
between present day South Creek and Salisbury Avenue. South Creek
runs along the option for about 1km. On the western side of Corridor
option B2 (in proximity to where the route runs to the south towards
Badgerys Creek Road) appears to be small developed areas of both
residential and rural buildings. There are several small bodies of water
located in these areas.
Surrounds: There are isolated scattered buildings along the site route
with several small bodies of water present.
Site: Corridor option B2 is mainly agricultural land with scattered
residential and farm dwellings. Western Road intersects the option
between present day Salisbury Avenue and South Creek. There is heavy
forestation in the area between Western Road and Devonshire Road.
Surrounds: At the southern intersection between Elizabeth Drive and
Western Road there are clearly defined unpaved roads, one semicircular
joining Western Road and Elizabeth Drive, and nine roads/cleared areas
running to a central point, in a spoke like formation. It is unclear what the
purpose of these formations are and there are no identifiable buildings in
the vicinity.
Site: Corridor option B2 appears to remain largely agricultural with dense
forestation in some areas in the eastern portion of the option. There is a
small increase in rural development and significant earthworks
immediately south of the route between Salisbury Avenue and Clifton
Avenue in location of the present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility.
Surrounds: There has been significant earthworks immediately south of
the route between Salisbury Avenue and Clifton Avenue in the location of
the present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility. Continuing south of
Elizabeth Drive there has been major developments, both rural and
residential, with earthworks evident.
Site: Corridor option B2 remains agricultural in use with heavy forestation
in some areas. The earthworks between Salisbury Avenue and Clifton
Avenue (location of the present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility) are still
evident. There is a small increase in rural development and several new
small water bodies on the western stages of the option.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely unchanged and is
mainly agricultural land.
Site: The option remains largely agricultural with limited rural
development. The aforementioned earthworks have moved to a site
adjacent and to the west of the original site and the original site shows
signs of reforestation.
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Date

Run 16
6 May 1978
Black and white
photography

Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour photography

Run 10
4 October 1994
Colour Photography

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour photography

Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour photography

Description
Surrounds: The surrounding land shows evidence of increased rural and
residential development. There is evidence of ground disturbance north of
Elizabeth Drive between Clifton Avenue and Western Road. There are
minor earthworks evident near the site of the present day location of the
present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility.
Site: Corridor option B2 shows evidence of further rural development.
There have been significant earthworks traversing the option between
Clifton Avenue and Western Road consistent with the present day location
of the present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility and Hi-Quality Group
yard. There is increased residential and rural development with several
harness racing tracks evident east of Badgerys Creek to the north of
Elizabeth Drive.
Surrounds: The surrounding land shows evidence of increased rural
development. There are earthworks on either side of the option between
Clifton Avenue and Western Road. The south side of Elizabeth Drive
shows further development, with a land clearance area 200 metres west
of the intersection of Western Road and Elizabeth Drive. To the north
there is evidence of bulk earthworks in the approximate footprint of the
present day Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park.
Site: Corridor option B2 shows only minor development. The significant
earthworks traversing the option between Clifton Avenue and Western
Road now appear to be two quarries, which have been expanded. They sit
on the site of the present day Elizabeth Drive landfill facility – General
Solid Waste Refill and Hi-Quality Group yard.
Surrounds: There has been minimal development, with the majority of
development taking place south of Elizabeth Drive.
Site: The option shows no significant development from previous
photographs. There has been minor expansion of Elizabeth Drive landfill
facility – General Solid Waste Landfill to the north which impact the site
route at Clifton Drive.
Surrounds: Elizabeth Drive landfill facility – General Solid Waste Landfill
has been significantly expanded to the south. Earthworks are still evident
on the site of present day Hi-Quality Group Yard adjacent to Elizabeth
Drive landfill facility.
Site: The option shows no significant development and is mainly
agricultural land. The site of the present day Hi-Quality Group Yard has
been expanded north and now impact the option. There is evidence of
land clearance between Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park and
Elizabeth Drive that appears to be utilised for truck/machinery parking and
storage.
Surrounds: The surrounding area to the south of Elizabeth Drive shows
evidence of minor rural and residential development.
Site: Corridor option B2 shows no significant development and is mainly
agricultural land. The Elizabeth Drive landfill facility – General Solid Waste
Refill has expanded further north.
Surrounds: The surrounding area south of Elizabeth Drive remain a mix
of rural and residential development. There is a United Service Station at
the intersection of Clifton Avenue and Elizabeth Drive with an Automotive
Workshop and several local shops.

2.2.6 Corridor option B5
Corridor option B5 site description
Corridor option B5 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate six kilometre linear land portion which commences at about the same
location a route option B2. The option then runs in a northwest direction generally following
the existing Clifton Avenue alignment for about 0.9 kilometres at which point it moves in a
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westerly direction traversing semi-rural properties. The alignment then continues in westerly
direction, crossing South Creek and passing parallel to the northern boundary of the
Elizabeth Drive Landfill Facility and crossing Badgerys Creek. The option then continues to
the west within the CSIRO Research Station for about 0.6 kilometres and splits with one arm
turning sharply to the south running for about 1.6 kilometres until it form a junction with
Elizabeth Drive. The other arm continues to the west for about 1.2 kilometres and terminates
immediately north of and adjacent to Corridor option B2.
The location of the option is illustrated in Figure 2-4.
Corridor option B5 site identification details
Corridor option B5 site identification details are provided in Table 2-16.
Table 2-16 Corridor option B5 – site identification
Site
Description
identification
Current
occupier /
owner
Address

Lot, DP

Zoning

LGA
Area
Site
coordinates
Site plan
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Multiple owners: Corridor option B5 bisects both private and public land
parcels including rural residential properties, commercial (agricultural)
properties, the CSIRO/University of Sydney land and road easements.
Corridor option B5 occurs within the suburbs of Kemps Creek NSW 2178
and Badgerys Creek NSW 2555. This corridor option travels in a general
east-west direction about 1 km north of and parallel to Route Option B2,
commencing about 150 east of Salisbury Avenue (at the same location as
Route Option B2) and terminating in open grazing land associated with the
CSIRO Research Station immediately north of Corridor option B2.
Corridor option B5 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 24 DP2566
Lot B DP416720 Lot 2 DP736951 Lot 7 DP812284
Lot 1
Lot 1 DP587135 Lot 740
Lot 1 DP838361
DP74574
Lot 2 DP587135 DP810111
Lot 101
Lot 1
Lot 41
Lot 741
DP848215
DP88836
DP734584
DP810111
Lot 1 DP981720
Lot 2 DP88836
Lot 47
Lot 2 DP812284 Lot 1 DP981721
Lot B DP102214 DP734584
Lot v3
Lot 62
Lot 3 DP164242 Lot 55
DP812284
DP1087838
Lot 28
DP734584
Lot 4 DP812284 Lot 63
DP217001
Lot 1 DP736951 Lot 5 DP812284 DP1087838
Lot 21
Lot 6 DP812284
DP258414
RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots, RU2 - Rural Landscape with RU2 Rural Landscape E4 – Environmental Living and E2 – Environment
Conservation (Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010)
Penrith City Council.
About 239.4 ha.
Eastern extent - X: 295,961.451 Y: 6,249,576.280,
Central portion – X: 293,306.477 Y: 6,251,142.840
Western extent - X: 290,782.737 Y: 6,250,966.376
Figure 2-4
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Figure 2-4 Option B5 – site plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option B5 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010 as presented in Table 2-17.
Table 2-17 Corridor option B5 – surrounding land use
Location
Local Government Area (LGA) Description
North

Penrith City Council

East

Penrith City Council

South

Penrith City Council

West

Penrith City Council

RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 Environmental Conservation.
RU4 - Primary Production Small Lots with RU2
- Rural Landscape E4 – Environmental Living
beyond.
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 Environmental Conservation (Penrith LEP
2010) with SP1 – Commonwealth Activities
(Liverpool LEP 2008) to the south of Elizabeth
Drive (SP2 – Classified Road)
RU2 - Rural Landscape.

Site inspection
Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas,
undertook an inspection of Corridor option B5 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no information
relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or similar products
was obtainable. The key observations included:
• Corridor option B5 is largely comprised of rural residential properties used for a range of
activities including horticulture, chicken farming, nurseries, horse stables and harness
racing and agricultural grazing
• The eastern portion of the option (where it starts to diverge from Corridor option B2)
traverses a rural/commercial property on Clifton Avenue that was observed to comprise a
potential car wrecking yard containing numerous cars, trucks and machinery items. This
premises was also observed to contain several areas of bare earth associated with
storage activities and evidence of filling observed as soil stockpiles and berms
• Outside the potential car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Avenue
(within the site), multiple fragments of ACM sheeting were observed. The fragments were
noted to be in poor condition, less than 10 cm2 in size and were observed at an
approximate density of less than 100 cm2 per metre
• Opposite the potential car wrecking and adjacent to the northern boundary of the
Elizabeth Drive landfill facility, a rural development site was observed within the option.
The development was observed to comprise earthworks and evidence of filling was
observed in gully lines (boulders and cobbles). Several soil stockpiles and berms were
also noted within the site
• Corridor option B5 runs adjacent to northern boundary of Suez Kemps Creek Resource
Recovery Park (Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park) and adjacent rural landholding
with associated structures. To the north and east of the Kemps Creek Resource
Recovery Park and within the option was located a horse stud facility
• The option traverses several roads including Clifton Avenue and the CSIRO/University of
Sydney land entry road. Corridor option B5 was also observed to traverse several
unpaved driveways and private access roads
• An area of bulk earthworks possibly associated with quarrying activities was observed at
the end of the CSIRO/University of Sydney land access road. The site was operational at
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the time of observation with evidence of plant and truck movements associated with
earthmoving
• The road pavements within Corridor option B5 generally occurred on top a fill
embankment. Fill materials were also observed in verge areas
• Several earthen dams were observed within the option and were generally associated
with rural/agricultural development
• Several chicken farms comprising shed, silos and associated infrastructure were
observed in the within the option
• Rural/residential properties within Corridor option B5 were generally observed to contain
miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste
• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads. Where observed, general waste materials comprised plastic
and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and concrete. Multiple ACM fragment were observed
on the road verge of Clifton Avenue, opposite the site presumed to be a car wrecking
yard
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within the option
• Several services (Telstra, electricity, gas and water) were noted to occur within the study
area that have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition, engineered
drains were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to storm water and
road verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option with the exception of
ASTs associated with the nursery
• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
• No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the inspection
with the exception of surface ACM debris as described above.
Topography, surface elevation and cover
Corridor option B5 is divided into three portions by two creeks bisecting the option and
running in south to north direction. The surface topography varies slightly from a lowest
altitude of about 40 metres AHD where Corridor option B5 crosses South Creek in the
central portion of the option up to a maximum altitude of about 70 metres in the western
portion. The majority of the eastern portion of the option is largely level with the option
running parallel to Kemps Creek. In the western portion of Corridor option B5 the land
surface is covered with several dams placed in drainage lines formed by undulating hills that
vary in altitude between 50 metres to 70 metres AHD between creek flats and rolling hills.
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Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to A Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for Zone A is between 0.0 and 0.3 L/s, whilst the
groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000 mg/L and 10,000 mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.htm) indicated there are 15 groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metres radius of Corridor option B5. All of the identified bores were
installed groundwater monitoring bores. It is unknown whether any other unlicensed bores
are used for domestic or abstraction purposes. There was limited information contained
within the drillers logs on the groundwater level present in the above mentioned groundwater
bores, however where available depth to water within identified groundwater bores was
noted as 4.4 metres below ground level (bgl).
Details of groundwater bores (where available and as identified in the driller’s logs) located
within a 500 metres radius of the Site are detailed in Table 2-18.
The Groundwater Works Sheets are provided in Appendix C.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Kemps Creek, South
Creek and Badgerys Creek which bisects and/or run adjacent to the option.
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Table 2-18 Corridor option B5 – summary of registered groundwater bores
Bore ID
Purpose
Approximate
Drilling Date
Distance from Site

GW110569

Monitoring Bore

GW114294

Monitoring Bore

GW110570

Monitoring Bore

GW110571

Monitoring Bore

GW114295

Monitoring Bore

GW114296

Monitoring Bore

GW114297

Monitoring Bore

GW114298

Monitoring Bore

GW112167

Monitoring Bore

GW112166

Monitoring Bore

GW112169

Monitoring Bore

GW112168

Monitoring Bore

GW112170

Monitoring Bore

GW112174

Monitoring Bore

Depth (m)

Water Bearing
Zone

Static water
Level (m)

Geology

0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Silty
clay
-

About 410 metres
North East of the
eastern portion.
About 415m North East
of the eastern portion.
About 375m North East
of the eastern portion.

25 August
2009

6.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

28 April 2011

-

-

-

25 August 2009

12.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

About 310 metres
North East of the
eastern portion.
About 375m North East
of the eastern portion.
About 315m North East
of the eastern portion.
About 200 metres
North East of the
eastern portion.
About 255m North East
of the eastern portion.
About 250 metres
South of the central
portion.
About 150 metres
South of the central
portion.
About 55m South of
the central portion.
It is inside of the
central portion.
About 25m South of
the central portion.
About 45m South of
the central portion.

25 August 2009

12.0

4.0-6.0

4.40

28 April 2011

-

-

-

0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Clay
loam
0.0–1.0: Fill
1.0–6.0: Clay
loam
-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

28 April 2011

-

-

-

-

05 March 1993

-

-

-

-

21 August 1992

-

-

-

-

08 March 1993

-

-

-

-

28 August 1992

-

-

-

-

19 July 1991

-

-

-

-

15 July 1991

-

-

-

-
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Information review
POEO Act public record search
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 2016 found that three current
and one revoked EPLs are held within 500 metres of the Corridor option B5. A summary of
the search findings is presented in Table 2-19.
A copy of selected search results is provided in Appendix A.
Table 2-19 Corridor option B5 – POEO public record search
Activity Type
Licence Name
Location
Distance /
No.
Direction

Status

Issued
Date

Revoked

27 June
2000

4581

KARI &
GHOSSAYN
PTY LTD (C/STEVEN
NICOLS LIQUIDATOR)

CLIFTON
AVE,
KEMPS
CREEK,
NSW, 2171

200 metres /
south

Solid Waste
Landfilling
Crushing, grinding
or separating
Landfilling in
Designated Areas
Other LandBased Extraction

4068

SITA
AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD

1725
ELIZABETH
DRIVE,
KEMPS
CREEK,
NSW 2178

150 m /
south

Waste storage Issued
other types of waste
Clean Up
Waste disposal by
Notice
application to land
1025236

13 Sep
2001

12889

SITA
AUSTRALIA
PTY LTD
Trading as:
Suez
Environment
Recycling &
Waste
Recovery

1725
Elizabeth
Drive,
KEMPS
CREEK,
NSW, 2178

50 m / south

Composting
Recovery of
general waste
Waste storage other types of
waste

29 Jul
2008

Issued
Penalty
notices
3085764890,
3085769950
and
3085771765:
Contravene
section by
emission of
odours –
Corporation
Penalty
Notice
3085773580:
Fail to comply
with
requirements
relating to
asbestos
waste

12901
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SYDNEY
RECYCLING
PARK PTY
LTD

16-23 Clifton
Avenue,
KEMPS
CREEK,
NSW, 2178

200 m /
south
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Waste storage other types of
waste
Non-thermal
treatment of
general waste
Waste disposal by
application to land
Land-based
extractive activity

Issued
Penalty
Notice
3085765403
and
3085772425:
Contravene
any condition
of licence not noise –
corporation

29 Jul
2008
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Licence
No.

Name

Location

Distance /
Direction

Activity Type

Status

Issued
Date

Penalty
notice
3085769592:
Contravene
section by
emission of
odours –
Corporation

Clean Up
Notice
1122702
(s.91 Cleanup notice)

Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option B5 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area discussed in Table 2-20 and were taken between 1947
and 2014. Aerial photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
Table 2-20 Corridor option B5 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 28
January 1947
Black and white
photograph

Run 35w
1961
Black and white
photography

Run 17
7 July 1970
Black and white
photography

Site: Corridor option B5 largely comprises agricultural grazing land that is
bisected by South Creek and Badgerys Creek. There are areas of
remnant vegetation within the south eastern portion. There is an airfield
and ancillary buildings (hangars etc) which traverses the option at the
northern end of Western Road. There are several small residential
dwellings and a large shed of unknown usage located in proximity to
where the route runs to the south towards Badgerys Creek and merges
with Route Option B2.
Surrounds: There are isolated scattered buildings along the Corridor
option B5 alignment route with several small bodies of water present. An
airfield crosses the option and associated infrastructure is noted. A small
group of buildings are located at the southern end of the runway, with a
grouping of aircraft hangars located about 500 metres to northwest. The
majority of land surrounding the option appears to be used for agricultural
purposes.
Site: Corridor option B5 remains largely wooded in the eastern portion.
The airfield appears to be no longer in use. There is increased residential
and rural development along the south portion of the option in proximity to
where the route runs to the south towards Badgerys Creek and merges
with Corridor option B2. Several new surface water bodies (farm dams)
are also located in the area.
Surrounds: The small group of buildings at the south of the airfield
runway are still present, however, the hangars have been removed. There
is a new development directly north of the runway that appears consistent
with the Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays. The remaining land is still
agricultural.
Site: Corridor option B5 remains largely unchanged. The airfield remains
unused. There is minor residential and rural development in proximity to
where the route runs to the south towards Badgerys Creek and merges
with Route Option B2 and several new water bodies are able to be
observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding land remains largely agricultural with no
significant change noted. The airfield retains the buildings to the south of
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Date

Description

Run 16
6 May 1978
Black and white
photography

Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour photography

Run 10
4 October 1994
Colour photography

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour photography

Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour photography
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the runway. The Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays are still present. Evidence
of quarrying/bulk earthworks can be observed to the east and south of the
option, in the location of the present day Kemps Creek Resource
Recovery Park
Site: Corridor option B5 is still largely agricultural land. There has been a
land clearing in the eastern portion of the option to the west of Kemps
Creek and significant land clearing to the southeast of the unused runway.
South Creek appears to have been widened, dammed or be in flood.
There are small areas of cleared land (possibly soil windrows) directly to
the east of Badgerys Creek. There is minor increased residential and rural
development route runs to the south towards Badgerys Creek and merges
with Route Option B2 with several sections of small cleared land.
Surrounds: The surrounding areas remain largely agricultural. The Fleurs
Radio Telescope Arrays are still present. South Creek appears to have
been widened, dammed or be in flood. The quarry north of Elizabeth Drive
on the present day site of the Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park
between Corridor options B2 and B5 shows signs of significant expansion
to the north.
Site: Corridor option B5 is still largely agricultural land. There are now two
long rural developments located east of the former airfield and two small
structures erected on the old runway.
Surrounds: The surrounding land is still largely agricultural. The Fleurs
Radio Telescope Arrays are still present. The small group of buildings at
the south of the unused runway are still evident with further development
to the southwest.
Site: The option is still largely agricultural land with only minor rural
development.
Surrounds: Significant land clearing is evident in the areas between
South Creek and Kemps Creek compared to the 1986 photograph. The
Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays are still present. Kemps Creek Resource
Recovery Park has been significantly expanded to resemble the present
day configuration and now borders Badgerys Creek. The remainder of the
land surrounding the option is largely agricultural with minimal rural
development.
Site: Corridor option B5 is still largely agricultural land with minor sporadic
rural development.
Surrounds: The Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays are still present as is the
Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park. The remainder of the land
surrounding the option is largely agricultural with minimal rural
development.
Site: The option is still largely agricultural land with minimal rural
development. There is a new paved runway on the site of the old airfield,
with several new buildings constructed nearby. At the northwest boundary
of the option (at the end of the CSIRO access road), there is evidence of a
woodwork site with raw materials present with a possible quarry site
located directly to the south.
Surrounds: The land is still largely agricultural and undeveloped. The
Fleurs Radio Telescope Arrays are still present and still have evidence of
structures but the land markings are faint.
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2.3 Zone C
Environmental conditions of the study area that are common to Zone C are detailed below.
Where the environmental setting and/or site conditions differ between route options within a
Zone C, these are discussed separately.

2.3.1 Geology
Reference to the 1:100 000 scale Geological Series, Sheet 9030 (Edition 1) 1991 Map of
Penrith, indicates that Zone C is underlain by:
• Bringelly Shale, consisting of Shale, carbonaceous Claystone, Laminite, fine to medium
grained lithic Sandstone, rare coal and tuff
• Quaternary aged sediments that comprise fine-grained sand, silt, and clay.
Zone C is largely underlain by Bringelly Shale moving into a discrete areas of Quaternary
sediments associated with Badgerys Creek.

2.3.2 Acid sulfate soils
Reference to the Australian Soil Resources Information System (ASRIS) ASS map layer
suggests that Zone C is characterised by a C4- Extremely Low Probability in relation to ASS
risk. It is noted that the according the ASRIS database map legend, accuracy of the data
was deemed to be very low.
An extract of the ASS map for the area is provided in Appendix B.

2.3.3 Climate
Climate averages (sourced from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/) for the Badgerys Creek AWS (located about five
kilometres southwest of the Site) are:
• Mean Daily Temperature (annual average): 10.8°C (Min) 23.8°C (Max)
• Mean Rainfall (annual average): 694.7 mm
• Average days per annum with rainfall >1mm: about 68.9 days.

2.3.4 Information review
Previous site reports
No reports relating to previous investigations were made available to Aurecon at the time of
reporting.
A search of the NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) contaminated sites register
under the CLM Act was undertaken for Penrith City Council and Liverpool City Council on 9
February 2016.
The search revealed that there are two records related to seven sites within the Penrith City
LGA. All sites to which these notices relate occurred outside of the Zone C options (C3 and
C4) and at separation distances of greater than 500 metres.
It is considered that the locations of the sites to which these notices relate are a sufficient
distance away from and/or hydrologically separated from Zone C options for them to have
an impact.
A summary of the notices are provided in Table 1 of Appendix A.
A copy of the contaminated sites register search is provided in Appendix A.
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CLM Act Section 60 notified contaminated sites search
A search of the NSW EPA List of NSW Contaminated Sites Notified to the EPA was
undertaken for the Zone C options (C3 and C4) and surrounding area on 11 February 2016.
The search did not identify any sites within a 500 metres radius of either of the options.
A copy of relevant extracts of the list is presented in Appendix A.

2.3.5 Corridor option C3
Corridor option C3 site description
Corridor option C3 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate four kilometre long linear land portion which commences about one
kilometre east of Luddenham Road. From this point the option moves west and crosses
Cosgroves and Oaky creeks near the confluence of the creeks, before crossing Luddenham
Road just north of the intersection with Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes
through rural residential, agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park. In the interim,
the option will then terminate onto Elizabeth Drive via ramps, with Elizabeth Drive being
upgraded to a principal arterial road and connect with The Northern Road. Once the M9
Outer Sydney Orbital is constructed, the M12 Motorway will be extended along the Elizabeth
Drive alignment to connect with The Northern Road and the Outer Sydney Orbital.
Corridor option C3 site identification details
Corridor option C3 site identification details are provided in Table 2-21.
Table 2-21 Corridor option C3 – site identification
Site
Description
identification
Current
Occupier /
Owner
Address

Lot, Plan

Zoning

LGA
Area
Site
Coordinates
Site Plan
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Multiple owners: Corridor option C3 bisects both private and public land parcels
including rural residential properties, commercial (agricultural) properties, the
CSIRO/University of Sydney land and road easements.
Corridor option C3 occurs within the suburbs of Badgerys Creek NSW 2555 and
Luddenham NSW 2745. This option crosses Cosgroves Creek and then runs
south of Blackford Hill, crossing Luddenham Road. From Luddenham Road the
option travels southwest and connects to the existing Elizabeth Drive road
alignment until it connects to The Northern Road at its western end.
Corridor option C3 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 1 DP529885
Lot 4 DP32026
Lot 7 DP32026
Lot 16 DP209399
Lot 8 DP32026
Lot 13 DP32026
Lot 17 DP209399
Lot 1 DP517853
Lot 5 DP32026
Lot 37 DP211842
Lot 10 DP32026
Lot 2 DP220176
Lot 2 DP517853
Lot 6 DP32026
Lot 1 DP220176
Lot 38 DP211842
Lot 11 DP32026
Lot 1 DP199324
Lot 12 DP32026
Lot 3 DP32026
Lot 101 DP848215
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental conservation along drainage
lines (Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010) and RU1 – Primary production
(Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008)
Penrith City Council and Liverpool City Council.
About 113 Ha.
Eastern extent - X: 290,438.639 Y: 6,250,650.148,
Central portion – X: 288,864.606 Y: 6,250,442.329
Western extent - X: 286,808.428 Y: 6,250,555.084
Figure 2-5
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Figure 2-5 Option C3 – Site Plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option C3 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010, the Penrith Local Environmental Plan (Glenmore Park Stage 2)
2009 and the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 and are presented in Table 2-22.
Table 2-22 Corridor option C3 – surrounding land use
Location Local Government
Description
Area (LGA)
Eastern portion of the option
North
Penrith
East

Penrith

South

Penrith

West
Penrith
Central portion of the option
North
Penrith
East
Penrith
South
Penrith

Liverpool
West
Penrith
Western portion of the option
North
Penrith
Liverpool
East
South

Penrith
Liverpool
Penrith

West

Liverpool
Penrith

RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental
conservation.
RU2 - Rural Landscape (comprising the CSIRO/University of
Sydney land)
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 -Environmental
conservation and SP2 – Classified Road (Elizabeth Drive)
further to the south
RU2 - Rural Landscape
RU2 - Rural Landscape
RU2 - Rural Landscape (including Luddenham Road)
RU2 - Rural Landscape SP2 – Classified Road (Elizabeth
Drive) further to the south (Liverpool LGA occurs south of
Elizabeth Drive)
RU1 – Primary production
RU2 - Rural Landscape
RU2 - Rural Landscape
RU1 – Primary production with SP2 – Classified Road
(Elizabeth Drive)
RU2 - Rural Landscape
RU1 – Primary production
RU2 - Rural Landscape with SP2 – Classified Road
(Elizabeth Drive)
RU1 – Primary production
SP2 – Classified Road (Northern Road) with RU2 - Rural
Landscape beyond

Site inspection
• Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas,
undertook an inspection of Corridor option C3 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no
information relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or
similar products was obtainable. The key observations included: Corridor option C3 is
largely comprised of rural grazing land associated with private rural holdings and the
CSIRO/University of Sydney land. Activities observed within the option include poultry
farming (Pepe’s Ducks and Red Lea Poultry), horse agistment and stabling, agricultural
grazing (cattle), rural residential dwellings and a steam and diesel model train park
located off Luddenham Road
• The option was observed to be bisected by Cosgroves Creek to the east of Luddenham
Road. Further numerous dams were observe within the option in association with rural
properties. In particular a chain of ponds was located to the south Elizabeth Drive within
the western portion of the study area. The dams appeared to be associated with a rural
property planted with pine trees
• A fruit stall was located in shoulder area in the central portion of the option (2235-2243
Elizabeth Drive) where the option converges with Elizabeth Drive. The fruit stall
comprised a green painted transportable aluminium building
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• About 150 metres west of the fruit stall, at 2612 Elizabeth Drive, a galvanised steel
machinery shed was located off Elizabeth Drive. The shed was noted to occur in isolation
and the nature of the contents / use was not identified. An approximate 10 m3 pile of
besa-bricks and clay bricks was located about 30 metres to the east of the shed
• A small galvanised steel shed was observed at 2277 Elizabeth Drive about 50 metres
north of Elizabeth Drive in a paddock that appears to be used for grazing purposes. Piles
of sheet metals and other construction waste materials were also observed about 100
metres north of the shed
• A residential/commercial property that was signed “excavator hire” was located in the
western extent of the option at 2846 The Northern Road, the area appeared to be
associated with bus and car storage. Several large machinery sheds were also observed
within the property
• Corridor option C3 crosses Luddenham Road and joins the existing Elizabeth Drive
alignment. The site was also observed to bisect several unpaved driveways and private
access roads
• The road pavements within the option generally occur on top a fill embankment. Fill
materials were also observed in verge areas
• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads. Where observed general waste materials comprised plastic
and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and wood
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within the option
• Several chicken farms comprising shed, silos and associated infrastructure were
observed in the within the study area including Pepes Ducks located at 2221 Elizabeth
Drive and Red Lea Poultry located at 2548 Elizabeth Drive
• Rural/residential properties associated Corridor option C3 generally were observed to
contain miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste. An above ground
storage tank (AST) was observed outside of the option footprint to the rear of the
rural/residential property located at 2311-2337 Elizabeth Drive
• Several services (Telstra, electricity, gas and water) were noted to occur within the option
that have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition, engineered drains
were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to storm water and road
verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option. An AST was observed
outside of the option to the rear of the rural/residential property located at 2311-2337
Elizabeth Drive
• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
•

No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the inspection.

Topography, surface elevation and cover
Corridor option C3 is divided in three portions by the confluence of Cosgroves Creek and the
lower reaches of Oaky Creek in the western portion of the study area. The creeks flow from
south to north. The surface topography varies from a lowest altitude of 56 metres AHD
where the option crosses Cosgroves Creek in the eastern portion of Corridor option C3 up to
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a maximum altitude of 94 metres AHD near the western edge of the option. The eastern
edge of the option is 69 metres AHD and the land undulates between these high and low
points. In addition to the creeks, there is a large waterbody (about half the width of the
option) towards the east and numerous interconnected waterbodies in the central to western
portion of the option.
Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to A Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for the area covered by the Site is between 0.0 and 0.3
L/s, whilst the groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000 mg/L and 10,000 mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.htm) indicated there are two groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metres radius of Corridor option C3. All of the identified bores were
installed groundwater monitoring bores. It is unknown whether any other unlicensed bores
are used for domestic or abstraction purposes. There was limited information contained
within the drillers logs on the groundwater level present in the above mentioned groundwater
bores, however where available depth to water within identified groundwater bores was
noted as 23.8 metres below ground level (bgl).
Details of groundwater bores (where available and as identified in the driller’s logs) located
within a 500 metres radius of the Site are detailed in Table 2-23.
The Groundwater Works Sheets are provided in Appendix C.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Cosgroves Creek which
bisects the option.
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Table 2-23 Corridor option C3 – summary of registered groundwater bores
Bore ID

Approximate distance
from site

Drilling Date

Depth (m)

Water bearing
zone

Static water
level (m)

Geology

GW110136

within the option

27
November
1991

110.70

39.6-39.9

23.8

GW106198

About 200 metres West of
the west portion.

-

-

-

-

0.0 – 0.3: Topsoil
0.30 – 1.5: Clay
1.5 – 11.6: Clay
11.6– 39.6:
Sandstone
39.6–80.2:Shale
80.2–110.7:Shale
-
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Information review
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 2016 found that one EPL is
held within 500 metres of the option. A summary of the search findings is presented in
Table 2-24. A copy of selected search results is provided in Appendix A.
Table 2-24 Corridor option C3 – POEO public record search
Licence Name
Location
Distance /
Activity type
no.
direction
10812

BAIADA
Poultry
Pty Ltd

Luddenham Broiler
Farm
2907 The Northern
Road, Luddenham
NSW

400 m south
/ south west

Bird
accommodation

Status

Issued
date

Issued

26 March
2001

Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option C3 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area discussed in Table 2-25 and were taken between 1947
and 2014. Aerial Photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
Table 2-25 Corridor option C3 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 28
January 1947
Black and White
Photograph

Run 34
1961
Black and White
Photography

Run 17
7 July 1970
Black and White
Photography
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Site: Corridor option C3 comprises agricultural land intersected by the
merging of Cosgroves Creek and Oaky Creek. There is a farm dam
observed along the route to the Luddenham Road which is clearly visible
and appears to be unpaved. Elizabeth Drive can be observed in its
present day configuration and also appears to be unpaved.
Surrounds: The surrounding areas are agricultural grazing land.
Elizabeth Drive is present to the south of the project area. There is a
concentrated area of farm buildings east of the intersection of Elizabeth
Drive and Adams Road. There are farm dams scattered along the
southern side of the route.
Site: Corridor option C3 remains largely agricultural land. There has been
some rural development at the intersection of Elizabeth Drive and The
Northern Road which appears to comprise farm dams and possibly a
small residential building. To the east of Cosgroves Creek there has been
some rural development with what appears to be several sheds and
associated dams. No further significant changes can be observed.
Surrounds: The land remains largely agricultural and undeveloped. There
has been rural development south of Elizabeth Drive.
Site: The option remains largely agricultural land and undeveloped. There
has been rural development due east of the junction of Oaky Creek and
Cosgroves Creek with sheds, housing and evidence of cultivation
observed. There is also evidence of rural development immediately
northwest of the junction of Oaky Creek and Cosgroves Creek at about
892 Luddenham Road. Luddenham Road appears to have been paved.
There is increased rural development to south of Elizabeth Drive, west of
Adams Road in the location of present day Red Lea poultry farms. There
is evidence of new rural residential developments on the north side of
Elizabeth Drive and to the west of the intersection with The Northern
Road.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural with
sporadic small residential and rural developments evident. There is a new
farm dam about 1 km west of Luddenham Road to the north of Elizabeth
Drive, the immediate surrounding areas shows signs of ground
disturbance. The BAIADA Poultry Pty Ltd farm has been developed to the
southwest of the alignment.
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Date

Description

Run 16
6 May 1978
Black and White
Photography

Site: Corridor option C3 remains largely agricultural land and
undeveloped. There has been increased rural development due east of
the junction of Oaky Creek and Cosgroves Creek with an enlarged water
body adjacent to the west. There has been significant rural development
immediately northwest of the junction of Oaky Creek and Cosgroves
Creek at about 892 Luddenham Road, which now resembles the current
day configuration as a horse stabling complex. Opposite to this
development to the west of Luddenham Road there is evidence of
development (location of the present day steam and diesel train model
park), with a new small water body, land clearance and building structures
evident. There is increased rural residential development along Elizabeth
Drive to the east of The Northern Road junction with the construction of
several rural dwellings. The chain of ponds can be observed to the south
of Elizabeth Drive.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural. There has
been further development of the poultry farms to the south of Elizabeth
Drive, west of Adams Road. The small body of water about 1 km west of
Luddenham Road north of Elizabeth Drive has been expanded.
Site: Corridor option C3 remains largely agricultural land and for the most
part undeveloped. There is expanded rural development due east of the
junction of Oaky Creek and Cosgroves Creek. To the west of Luddenham
Road there is evidence of further development in the location of the
present day steam and diesel train model park which now resembles its
current day configuration. There are four new rural buildings approx. 300
metres west of Luddenham Road in the location of the present day “Pepes
Ducks” farm. There is a new rural development south of Elizabeth Drive
east of the intersection with Luddenham Road that appears to be
associated with the expansion of the existing poultry farm. Further
development of the properties located south of Elizabeth Drive can be
observed with the erection of new shed infrastructure at 2450 The
Northern Road. No further significant changes can be observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural. There is
an additional rural development north of Elizabeth Drive at the intersection
with The Northern Road.
Site: The option remains largely agricultural land with minor expansion of
existing rural development observed. Evidence of crop production is
observed in the western position of the site in the approximate location of
2277 Elizabeth Drive.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural with only
minor development evident.
Site: Corridor option C3 remains largely agricultural land with minor rural
development observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural with only
minor development evident.
Site: Corridor option C3 remains largely agricultural land with minor rural
development observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely agricultural with only
minor development evident.

Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour Photography

Run 10
4 October 1994
Colour Photography

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour Photography
Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour Photography
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2.3.6 Corridor option C4
Corridor option C4 site description
Corridor option C4 is defined as the area directly impacted by the proposal and comprises
an approximate 4.10 kilometre long linear land portion This option commences immediately
north of Corridor option C3 (about one kilometre east of Luddenham Road) and moves west
where it crosses Cosgroves Creek and passes through rural and agricultural properties
before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.2 kilometres north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It connects with The Northern Road about 700
metres north of the existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout before connecting to the future
Outer Sydney Orbital.
Corridor option C4 site identification details
Corridor option C4 site identification details are provided in Table 2-26.
Table 2-26 Corridor option C4 – site identification
Site
Description
Identification
Current
Occupier /
Owner
Address

Lot, Plan

Zoning
LGA
Area
Site
Coordinates
Site Plan
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Multiple owners: Corridor option C4 bisects both private and public land
parcels including rural residential properties, commercial (agricultural)
properties, the CSIRO/University of Sydney land and road easements.
Corridor option C4 occurs within the suburbs of Badgerys Creek NSW 2555
and Luddenham NSW 2745. This corridor option crosses Cosgroves Creek
and then runs north of Blackford Hill, crossing Luddenham Road north of
Corridor option C3. The option then continues to run in northwest direction,
diverging further from option C3, until about 1 km east of The Northern Road
where the option starts to move south west to eventually converge with The
Northern Road about 1 kilometre north of the intersection of The Northern
Road and Elizabeth Drive.
Corridor option C4 occurs over the following land parcels:
Lot 1 DP529885
Lot 502 DP580982
Lot 1 DP109697
Lot 2 DP529885
Lot 25 DP604586
Lot 1 DP200435
Lot 1 DP235124
Lot 506 DP587193
Lot 12 DP249113
Lot 35 DP211842
Lot 1 DP228498
Lot 501 DP580982
Lot 26 DP604586
Lot 5 DP599382
Lot 101 DP848215
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 - Environmental conservation along
drainage lines (Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010)
Penrith City Council.
About 132.8 Ha.
Eastern extent - X: 290,452.179 Y: 6,251,001.142
Central portion – X: 288,249.101Y: 6,251,681.153
Western extent - X: 288,249.101 Y: 6,251,681.153
Figure 2-6
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Figure 2-6 Option C4 – Site plan
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Surrounding land use
Corridor option C4 is surrounded by the following land uses as defined by the Penrith Local
Environmental Plan 2010, the Penrith Local Environmental Plan (Glenmore Park Stage 2)
2009, and are presented in Table 2-27.
Table 2-27 Corridor option C4 – surrounding land use
Location
Local Government Area (LGA) Description
North

Penrith

East
South

Penrith
Penrith

West

Penrith

RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 Environmental conservation.
RU2 - Rural Landscape.
RU2 - Rural Landscape with E2 Environmental conservation.
RU2 - Rural Landscape with SP2 Infrastructure (Classified Road)

Site inspection
Aurecon Environmental Scientist and Class A Asbestos Assessor, Jeremy Bobinskas,
undertook an inspection of Corridor option C4 on the 17 February 2016. No internal
inspection of the private properties was conducted during the inspection and no information
relevant to previous incidents (spills /leaks) in relation to storage of fuels or similar products
was obtainable. The key observations included:
Corridor option C4 is largely comprised of rural grazing land associated with private rural
holdings and the CSIRO/University of Sydney land. Activities observed within the option
include chicken farms, horse agistment, stabling and training (including harness racing
tracks), agricultural grazing (cattle), rural residential dwellings and go-kart racing
• The option crosses Cosgroves Creek to the east of Luddenham Road. Numerous dams
were observed within the site area in association with rural properties
• A rural property presumably associated with intensive animal production was observed
within the site located on the eastern side of Luddenham Road and about 1.2 kilometres
north of the intersection of Luddenham Road and Elizabeth Drive. The property was
associated with several large sheds, machinery and concrete rail storage and residential
dwelling. Other unidentifiable materials were also observed
• The Luddenham Raceway is within Corridor option C4 at 821 – 849 Luddenham Road.
The Raceway was set about 500 metres back from Luddenham Road with access via a
bitumen paved road. The inspection of the site was not undertaken but based on
information contained on the sites website the area is used for petrol driven go-karting,
helicopter flights and paintball skirmishes. The site was observed to be associated with
an olive grove
• A farm dam was observed with the site area about 560 metres north of the Luddenham
Raceway access road and adjacent to the western boundary of the Luddenham Road
easement. The dam was noted to have an overflow pipe that possibly contained asbestos
• The option crosses Luddenham Road. The site also traverses several unpaved driveways
and private access roads
• The road pavements within Corridor option C4 generally occurred on top a fill
embankment. Fill materials were also observed in verge areas
• Moderate amounts of general waste materials were observed throughout the median strip
and verge areas of roads. Where observed general waste materials comprised plastic
and glass litter, rubber, paper, cans and wood
• There were no visual indicators of contamination such as stressed vegetation,
(grasses/tress/shrubs), or staining/discolouration of soils etc. observed within the option
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• Several earthen dams were observed within the option and were generally associated
with rural/agricultural development
• Rural/residential properties associated with Corridor option C4 generally were observed
to contain miscellaneous plant, machinery, building materials and waste
• Several services (Telstra, electricity, gas and water) were noted to occur within the option
and have the potential to act as preferential flow paths. In addition, engineered drains
were noted throughout the existing road corridors discharging to storm water and road
verges
• A number of power poles and associated stay poles exist within the option
• No drummed liquids were observed to be stored within the option
• No evidence of underground storage tanks (USTs) were observed
• No chemical storage areas were noted within the option
• No evidence of sheep dips or spraying booths were observed within the option
• No visual or olfactory indicators of contamination were identified during the inspection.
Topography, surface elevation and cover
Corridor option C4 is divided in two by Cosgroves Creek which bisects the option about 600
metres west of the eastern end and flows in a northerly direction. The surface topography
varies from the lowest altitude of 53 metres AHD where the option crosses Cosgroves Creek
up to 94 metres AHD on the western edge. The eastern end of the option is 61 metres AHD
dropping down to 53 metres AHD at the creek crossing then undulating towards the west
until it reaches 94 metres AHD on the western boundary. In the central portion of the option
the land surface is surface is covered with several dams placed in drainage lines.
Hydrogeology and hydrology
According to A Groundwater Resource Assessment of the Triassic Rocks of the Sydney
Basin (2009), the reported airlift yield for the area covered by Corridor option C4 is between
0.0 and 0.3 L/s, whilst the groundwater salinity levels are between 5,000 mg/L and 10,000
mg/L.
Information obtained from Department of Primary Industries – Office of Water website
(http://allwaterdata.water.nsw.gov.au/water.stm) indicated there are no groundwater
boreholes within a 500 metres radius of the Site.
It is anticipated that regional groundwater flow is likely to be towards Cosgroves Creek which
bisects the option.
Information review
POEO Act public record search
A search for Environment Protection Licences (EPLs) and non-compliances related to EPL
requirements under the POEO Act undertaken on 11 February 2016 did not reveal any
current or former licences held within a 500 metres radius of the site. A copy of selected
search results is provided in Appendix A.
Historical aerial photographs
Historical aerial photographs were obtained for Corridor option C4 from the NSW Land and
Property Information to gain an understanding of past activities undertaken within the option.
The aerial photographs of the area discussed in Table 2-28 and were taken between 1947
and 2014. Aerial photographs are provided chronologically in Appendix D.
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Table 2-28 Corridor option C4 – historic aerial photography
Date
Description
Run 28
January 1947
Black and White
Photograph

Run 34
1961
Black and White
Photography

Run 17
7 July 1970
Black and White
Photography

Run 16
6 May 1978
Black and White
Photography

Has Run 22
3 August 1986
Colour Photography

Run 10
4 October 1994
Colour Photography

Run 10
16 March 2002
Colour Photography

Google Maps
1 January 2014
Colour Photography
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Site: Corridor option C4 is mainly agricultural land traversed by
Cosgroves Creek. There is a small cluster of rural buildings in the
approximate location of the existing Karingal Training Stables located to
the east of Luddenham Road with a small body of water directly adjacent
to the west.
Surrounds: The surrounding area is mainly agricultural land with
scattered small bodies of water. Cosgroves Creek traverses the area
southwest to northeast.
Site: Corridor option C4 remains largely agricultural land with minor
development to the rural buildings to the east of Luddenham Road in the
approximate about 1.2 km north of the intersection of Luddenham Road
and Elizabeth Drive
Surrounds: The surrounding area is undeveloped agricultural land and
remains largely unchanged.
Site: The option remains largely unchanged. Further development of rural
buildings to the east of Luddenham Road in the approximate about 1.2 km
north of the intersection of Luddenham Road and Elizabeth Drive can be
observed with the property now resembling its current day configuration.
The access road the existing Luddenham Raceway can be observed and
appears to be unpaved. Evidence of new water bodies can be observed at
the junction of Oaky Creek and Cosgroves Creek. There is a new water
body about 500 metres further along Cosgroves Creek.
Surrounds: The surrounding area is undeveloped agricultural land and
shows signs of minor rural development but is largely unchanged.
Site: Corridor option C4 remains largely agricultural land. A harness
racing track has been developed in the approximate location of the
existing Karingal Training Stables located to the east of Luddenham Road
between Cosgroves Creek and Luddenham Road. Minor rural residential
development can be observed along the access road the existing
Luddenham Raceway. No other significant changes can be observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area is undeveloped agricultural land and
shows signs of minor rural developments but is largely unchanged.
Site: The option remains largely agricultural land. Some buildings
associated with development located in the approximate location of the
existing Karingal Training Stables have been demolished and the property
now resembles its current day configuration. No other significant changes
can be observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area is undeveloped agricultural land and
shows signs of minor rural developments but is largely unchanged.
Site: Evidence of agricultural crop production can be observed within the
western portion of Corridor option C4. The remainder of options remains
largely agricultural land. No other significant changes can be observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area remains largely s undeveloped
agricultural land and shows signs of minor rural developments. No
significant changes can be observed.
Site: Evidence of tilling can be observed in the location of present day
olive grove associated with the Luddenham Raceway. No other significant
changes can be observed.
Surrounds: The surrounding area is undeveloped agricultural land and
shows signs of minor rural developments but is largely unchanged.
Site: The Luddenham Raceway site has been developed with evidence of
a paved entry road, and paved and unpaved raceways. The olive grove
associated with the location has been established. Corridor option C4 now
resembles the present day configuration. No other significant changes can
be observed.
Surrounds: No significant changes can be observed.
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2.4 Data gaps
A key output of this PSI is an enhanced understanding of potential contamination risks
associated with the shortlisted route options. The process for development of a PSI, as
detailed in the Guidelines for Consultants Reporting on Contaminated Sites (NSW OEH
2011) was followed including a review of background information. However, due to access
constraints, the information obtained from site walkovers has been limited. This is
considered the major data gap. In the absence of this site specific information, judgement
has been used based on experience with similar sites to determine the typical risk and
therefore potential contamination risks. Further, property specific information pertaining such
as historic titles, s149 planning certificates and dangerous goods storage was not obtained
as part of this PSI and due to the nature of the project, no interviews with property owners
was undertaken.
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3 Shortlisted route options
3.1 Introduction
In February 2016, the eight shortlisted route options for the M12 Motorway were placed on
public display. These consisted of two corridor options in zones A to C, and one option in
Zone D (that is, D1 is common to all route options). Each route option consists of a corridor
300 metres wide. The options were:
Route option

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

Zone D

Aqua (4)

A1

B2

C1

D1

Blue (5)

A1

B2

C2

D1

Green (16)

A1

B5

C1

D1

Orange (17)

A1

B5

C2

D1

Pink (18)

A3

B2

C1

D1

Purple (19)

A3

B2

C2

D1

White (20)

A3

B5

C1

D1

Yellow (21)

A3

B5

C2

D1

While these were the options that went to the value management workshop, last minute
refinements to the shortlisted route options in Zone C and D due to community feedback and
further work on interfacing with other transport projects in the area resulted in a change to
the options.
This resulted in a change in Zone C, through the modification of C1 and C2 to C3 and C4.
Zone D was also removed from the project.
Due to this change in the shortlisted route options, this report assesses the modified
shortlisted route options.

3.2 Modified shortlisted options
There are eight shortlisted route options and their zone corridor option components are
identified in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1. Each route option consists of a corridor 300 metres
wide. Table 3-2 further details the modified route options.
Table 3-1 Modified shortlisted route options

Route option
Modified Aqua
Modified Blue
Modified Green
Modified Orange
Modified Pink
Modified Purple
Modified White
Modified Yellow
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Zone A

Zone B
A1
A1
A1
A1
A3
A3
A3
A3
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Zone C
B2
B2
B5
B5
B2
B2
B5
B5

C3
C4
C3
C4
C3
C4
C3
C4
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Table 3-2 Description of modified shortlisted route options

Route
option

Description

Modified
Aqua option

The modified aqua option is 15 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway more than one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at
a new interchange location.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing
Elizabeth Drive near the existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a
number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road,
including the Hi-Quality Group property and Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club.
The option then travels around the north of the Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, crossing Kemps Creek and passing through rural agricultural
and residential properties. It also passes through some larger businesses
including a quarry site and Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek and
skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before
connecting to the planned western Sydney airport site through an interchange.
The distance between the option and Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its
furthest, the corridor is 700 metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves and Oaky creeks near the confluence of
the creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential,
agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park in Luddenham.
The option connects to Elizabeth Drive via ramps, with Elizabeth Drive
upgraded to a principal arterial road, and connects with The Northern Road.

Modified
Blue option

The modified blue option is 15 kilometres long. It connects to the M7 Motorway
more than one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at a new
interchange location.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing
Elizabeth Drive near the existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a
number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road,
including the Hi-Quality Group property and Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club.
The option then skirts around the north of Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, crossing Kemps Creek and passing through rural agricultural
and residential properties. It also passes through some larger businesses
including a quarry site and Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek and
skirts to the south of the landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek before
connecting to the planned western Sydney airport site through an interchange.
The distance between the option and Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its
furthest, the corridor is 700 metres away.
The option crosses Cosgroves Creek and passes through rural and
agricultural properties before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.2 kilometres
north of the intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It
passes through rural residential, agricultural and other uses such as the
Luddenham Raceway.
The option connects to The Northern Road about 900 metres north of the
existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout.
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Route
option

Description

Modified
Green
option

The modified green option is 16 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway more than one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at
a new interchange location.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing
Elizabeth Drive near the existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a
number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road,
including the Hi-Quality Group property and Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club.
The option then crosses Kemps Creek and travels north-west, parallel to
Clifton Avenue, before heading west and passing through the former Fleurs
radio telescope site and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the
landfill site, crossing Badgerys Creek before connecting to the planned
western Sydney airport site via an interchange. The distance between the
option and Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its furthest, the corridor is
1750 metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves and Oaky creeks near the confluence of
the creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential,
agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park.
The option connects to Elizabeth Drive via ramps, with Elizabeth Drive
upgraded to a principal arterial road, and connects with The Northern Road.

Modified
Orange
option

The modified orange option is 16 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway more than one kilometre south of the Elizabeth Drive interchange at
a new interchange location.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) in a north-westerly direction before crossing
Elizabeth Drive near the existing Mamre Road intersection. It passes through a
number of commercial properties fronting Elizabeth Drive and Mamre Road,
including the Hi-Quality Group property and Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club.
The option then crosses Kemps Creek and travels north-west, parallel to
Clifton Avenue, before heading west and passing through the former Fleurs
radio telescope site and crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the
landfill site, crossing Badgerys Creek before connecting to the planned
western Sydney airport site via an interchange. The distance between the
option and Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its furthest, the corridor is
1750 metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves Creek and passes through rural and
agricultural properties before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.2 kilometres
north of the intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It
passes through rural residential, agricultural and other uses such as the
Luddenham Raceway.
The option connects to The Northern Road about 900 metres north of the
existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout.

Modified
Pink option

The modified pink option is about 16 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway at the same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange.
The option generally follows the Elizabeth Drive alignment to the Mamre Road
intersection. The alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to
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Route
option

Description
meet current design standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north
of Elizabeth Drive. As this option would be built in the existing Elizabeth Drive
corridor as much as possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed
around the motorway.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) and a number of commercial properties
fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road including the Hi-Quality Group
property and CSR Brickworks. Around the existing intersection with Mamre
Road, it travels north-west, crossing Kemps Creek.
The option then travels around the north of Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, passing through rural agricultural and residential properties. It
also passes through some larger businesses including a quarry site and
Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek and travels to the south of the
landfill site and crosses Badgerys Creek. It then connects to the planned
western Sydney airport site through an interchange. The distance between the
option and Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its furthest, the corridor is 700
metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves and Oaky creeks near the confluence of
the creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential,
agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park.
The option connects to Elizabeth Drive via ramps, with Elizabeth Drive
upgraded to a principal arterial road, and connects with The Northern Road.

Modified
Purple
option

The modified purple option is about 16 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway at the same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange.
The option generally follows the Elizabeth Drive alignment to the Mamre Road
intersection. The alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to
meet current design standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north
of Elizabeth Drive. As this option would be built in the existing Elizabeth Drive
corridor as much as possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed
around the motorway.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) and a number of commercial properties
fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road, including the Hi-Quality Group
property and CSR Brickworks. Around the existing intersection with Mamre
Road, it traverses north-west, crossing Kemps Creek.
The option then travels around the north of Kemps Creek village north of
Elizabeth Drive, passing through rural agricultural and residential properties. It
also passes through some larger businesses including a quarry site and
Andreasens Nursery. It crosses South Creek, skirting south of the landfill site
and crossing Badgerys Creek. It then connects to the planned western Sydney
airport site through an interchange. The distance between the option and
Elizabeth Drive in this area varies; at its furthest, the corridor is 700 metres
away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves Creek and passes through rural and
agricultural properties before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.2 kilometres
north of the intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It
passes through rural residential, agricultural and other uses such as the
Luddenham Raceway.
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Route
option

Description
The option connects to The Northern Road about 900 metres north of the
existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout.

Modified
White
option

The modified white option is about 17 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway at the same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange.
The option generally follows the Elizabeth Drive alignment to the Mamre Road
intersection. The alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to
meet current design standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north
of Elizabeth Drive. As this option would be built in the existing Elizabeth Drive
corridor as much as possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed
around the motorway.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) and a number of commercial properties
fronting Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road including the Hi-Quality Group
property and CSR Brickworks. Around the existing intersection with Mamre
Road, it traverses north-west, crossing Kemps Creek.
The option then traverses north-west, parallel to Clifton Avenue, before
heading west and passing through the former Fleurs radio telescope site and
crossing South Creek. It passes to the north of the landfill site, crossing
Badgerys Creek before connecting to the planned western Sydney airport site
via an interchange. The distance between the option and Elizabeth Drive in
this area varies; at its furthest, the corridor is 1750 metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves and Oaky creeks near the confluence of
the creeks, before crossing Luddenham Road just north of the intersection with
Elizabeth Drive and south of Blackford Hill. It passes through rural residential,
agricultural and other uses such as the Model Park.
The option connects to Elizabeth Drive via ramps, with Elizabeth Drive
upgraded to a principal arterial road, and connects with The Northern Road.

Modified
Yellow
option

The modified yellow option is about 16 kilometres long. It connects to the M7
Motorway at the same location as the existing Elizabeth Drive interchange.
The option generally follows the Elizabeth Drive alignment to the Mamre Road
intersection. This alignment is on a more direct route than Elizabeth Drive to
meet current design standards and to avoid the steep topography to the north
of Elizabeth Drive. As this option would be built in the existing Elizabeth Drive
corridor as much as possible, Elizabeth Drive would need to be reconstructed
around the motorway.
The option passes through Western Sydney Parklands (including a section of
the Wylde Mountain Bike Trail) as well as a number of commercial properties
fronting onto Elizabeth Drive or Mamre Road including the Hi-Quality Group
property and the CSR Brickworks. Around the existing intersection with Mamre
Road, it traverses north-west, crossing Kemps Creek.
The option then travels north-west, parallel to Clifton Avenue, before heading
west and passing through the former Fleurs radio telescope site and crossing
South Creek. It passes to the north of the landfill site, crossing Badgerys
Creek before connecting to the planned western Sydney airport site via an
interchange. The distance between the option and Elizabeth Drive in this area
varies; at its furthest, the corridor is 1750 metres away.
The option then crosses Cosgroves Creek and passes through rural and
agricultural properties before crossing Luddenham Road about 1.2 kilometres
north of the intersection with Elizabeth Drive and north of Blackford Hill. It
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Route
option

Description
passes through rural residential, agricultural and other uses such as the
Luddenham Raceway.
The option connects to The Northern Road about 900 metres north of the
existing Elizabeth Drive roundabout.
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Figure 3-1 Shortlisted Route Options
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4 Conceptual site model and risk assessment
Based on historical information and limited site walkover, a list of Areas of Environmental
Concern (AECs) and Contaminants of Potential Concern (CoPCs) from the study area were
identified. There are a number of land uses that are generally evident throughout all the
route options. As a result, five generic AECs were developed (see Table 4-4). Other site
specific AECs identified were based on review of a number of sources including background
information, visual assessment (during walkovers) and Google Earth (see Table 4-5 through
to Table 4-10).
The corresponding potential contamination generally associated with the generic AECs
considers a reasonable worst case scenario (i.e. if asbestos likely to be present, it has been
assumed that it is present, degraded and fibres are friable). Once the preferred route option
is selected, soil conditions, contaminant concentrations and distribution would have to be
quantitatively established to accurately assess the potential hazards posed to human health
and the environment.
To develop a conceptual site model and complete a risk assessment for each route option,
the AECs were then incorporated into a conceptual site model (CSM). A CSM is a
representation of the site that shows the possible relationships between contaminants
(source), exposure pathways and potential receptors. This is also known as the sourcepathway-receptor model. When assessing the source-pathway-receptor relationships, the
following components need to be considered:
Source

Known and potential sources of contamination and contaminants of concern

Pathway

The route by which the source is brought into contact with the receptor. This can
include the transport of contamination via direct contact, water (surface and
groundwater), wind borne dust, vapours, excavation and deposition.

Receptor

Human and ecological receptors and site infrastructure. Human receptors include
current, future and adjacent site users, and construction and maintenance workers.
Ecological receptors include groundwater, surface water and sensitive ecosystems,
flora and fauna.

A number of potential (source-pathway-receptor (SPR)) pollutant linkages have been
identified as associated with the site based on the AECs and consideration of whether a
linkage would likely exist.
These potential SPR linkages were then incorporated into the qualitative risk assessment
process which considers the potential effect on a given receptor (consequence) and the
probability of that effect occurring (likelihood). To do this as objectively as possible, the
following guidance (including Table 4-1, Table 4-2 and Table 4-3) has been developed (with
real life examples) for hazard consequences, likelihood, risk classification and a risk matrix.
This guidance has been sourced from AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management –
Principles and Guidelines, which outlines generic and environment specific risk assessment
and management practices. It should be noted that this assessment is qualitative in nature
and does not constitute a quantitative Health Risk Assessment as defined in Schedule B4
the ASC NEPM. Utilising this guidance, a risk based assessment of the potential hazards to
human health and the environment can be developed.
Details of each hazard consequence with reference to receptors are presented in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1 Hazard consequence summary for different receptors

Consequence Human health

Ground /
surface water

Ecological

Built
environment

Severe

Irreversible
damage to human
health

Substantial
pollution of
sensitive water
resources

Moderate

Non-permanent
health effects to
humans

Irreparable
damage to
buildings,
structures or the
environment
Damage to
sensitive
buildings,
structures or the
environment

Mild

Slight short term
health effects to
humans

Substantial
pollution of nonsensitive water
resources or
small scale
pollution of
sensitive water
resources
Slight pollution to
non-sensitive
water resources

Significant
change to the
number of one or
more species or
ecosystems
Change to
population
densities of nonsensitive species

Easily repairable
effects of damage
to buildings or
structures

Negligible

No measurable
health effects to
humans

Some change to
population
densities but with
no negative
effects on the
function of the
ecosystem
No significant
changes to
population
densities in the
environment or in
any ecosystem

Insubstantial
pollution to nonsensitive water
resources

Very slight nonstructural damage
or cosmetic harm
to buildings or
structures

Likelihood is used as a description of probability or frequency. The summary of each
likelihood scenario (i.e. impact noted during the investigation) is as follows:
• Very unlikely

0 to five per cent

• Unlikely

five to 45 per cent

• Possible

45 to 55 per cent

• Likely

55 to 95 per cent

• Almost Certain

95 to 100 per cent.

Table 4-2 provides the classifications for the qualitative assessment of the identified risk,
which considers the likely effect on a given receptor, taking account of both the
consequence and likelihood. These are based on current controls (such as a licence) only;
future controls need be developed from a refined risk assessment that is based on more
detailed information obtained during any subsequent assessments/investigations. The
overall risk matrix identifying the consequence, likelihood and corresponding classification is
detailed in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-2 Overall risk classification definitions

Classification

Description

Very high

There is a high probability that severe harm to a designated receptor could
arise from an identified source without appropriate remedial action
A designated receptor is likely to experience significant harm from an identified
source without remedial action
It is possible that harm could arise to a specific receptor, but it is unlikely that
such harm would be significant
It is possible that harm could arise to a designated receptor from an identified
source though this is likely to be mild or unlikely
The presence of the identified source does not give rise to the potential to
cause significant harm

High
Moderate
Low
Negligible

Table 4-3 Overall risk matrix

Consequence

Likelihood
Very
unlikely

Unlikely

Possible

Likely

Almost
certain

Severe

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Moderate

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

Mild

Negligible

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Low

Low

4.1 Generic risk assessment
There are a number of AECs that are applicable to all the route options. Combining all of the
above, Table 4-4 below presents the findings for the generic AECs 1 - 5.
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Flora & Fauna

Groundwater

Discussion

Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
linkage
Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification
Likely

High

Possible

Low
Moderate
Moderate

Leaching and uptake resulting
in toxic / phytotoxic impact to
flora and fauna

X

Likely

Permeation through soil
profile impacting groundwater

X

Possible

Surface run-off & sediment
transport impacting surface
water

X

Severe

Ingestion; inhalation & dermal
effects based on being toxic,
carcinogenic and hazardous
to human health

Mild

Potential for
asbestos, metals,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH, phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP) and
PCBs

Moderate

Historic Unrecorded
Filling/Fly Tipping:
filling with material of
unknown quality and
general waste
materials /
hydrocarbon staining
evident adjacent to
roadways

Risk
Assessment

X
Moderate

AEC 1 General Site
Area
(underneath
driveways,
roads,
building
foundations,
garden beds
and
parklands
and along
verges,
shoulders
etc)

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-4 CSM and risk assessment for generic AECs (AEC1 – AEC5)
AEC
Contaminating
Contaminants
Pathway & Effects
Activity(s)
of Concern

Unknown quality of fill and waste
materials along with hydrocarbon
staining evident adjacent to roadways
could impact on human health. Due to
the unknown nature and possibility of
asbestos being present / made fibrous
through excavation activities, the risk
classification is high until further site
specific information is obtained.
Due to the presence of drainage within
the project area these transport
mechanisms may potentially facilitate
the off-site migration of potential
contaminants within the project area.
Unknown quality of fill and waste
materials along with hydrocarbon
staining evident adjacent to roadways
could impact surface soils, sub-soils,
groundwater and surface water via
preferential flow paths – drainage
gullies, soil percolation, etc.
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Risk
Assessment

Negligible

Unlikely
Possible

Low

Likely

Moderate

X

Moderate

X

Low

Leaching and uptake resulting
in toxic / phytotoxic impact to
flora and fauna

X

Possible

Permeation through soil
profile impacting groundwater

X

Possible

Surface run-off & sediment
transport impacting surface
water

X

Mild

Ingestion; inhalation & dermal
effects based on being toxic,
carcinogenic and hazardous
to human health

Moderate

Potential for
metals and
pesticides
(OCP/OPP).

Moderate

Historic and Current
Agricultural Activities
including Intensive
Animal and Food
Production. Spraying
of chemicals for pest
and weed control
purposes. Potential for
former sheep dips or
spraying booths

Mild

AEC 2 General Site
Area

X
Negligible

Permeation through soil
profile resulting in physical
and chemical damage

Discussion

Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
linkage
Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification

Receptors

Flora & Fauna

Pathway & Effects

Groundwater

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC

X

Spraying of chemicals for pest and
weed control purposes (including past
use of persistent pesticides such as
DDT) could impact surface soils which
can impact on human health directly or
through plant/animal uptake.
Spraying of chemicals for pest and
weed control purposes (including past
use of persistent pesticides such as
DDT) could impact surface soils,
surface water and groundwater.
Further, though not identified on-site,
there remains a potential for former
sheep dips or spraying booths to have
been present, though these are most
likely to have been placed within or
adjacent to surface water features,
some of which may no longer exist.
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Risk
Assessment

Permeation through soil
profile resulting in physical
and chemical damage
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High

Likely

X

X

X
Moderate

Permeation through soil
profile impacting groundwater

X

Almost
certain
High

Surface run-off & sediment
transport impacting surface
water

X

Possible

Ingestion; inhalation & dermal
effects based on being toxic,
carcinogenic and hazardous
to human health

Severe

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals and
PCBs.

Moderate

Former Buildings and
/or Present Site
Infrastructure -– of
unknown construction
with potential for
hazardous materials to
be present and
liberated during
removal / demolition
activities. Storage of
small amounts of
chemicals,
miscellaneous plant,
machinery, building
materials (associated
with residential/farm
use) and storage tanks
(above ground)

X

Moderate

AEC 3 –
Buildings /
Site
Infrastructure

Discussion

Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
Negligible
linkage
Very unlikely Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification
Negligible

Receptors

Flora & Fauna

Pathway & Effects

Groundwater

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC

Buildings/site infrastructure of unknown
construction have the potential to
contain hazardous materials liberated
during removal / demolition activities
(asbestos) which could be exposed
during excavation activities. Due to the
unknown nature and possibility of
asbestos being present / made fibrous
through demolition / excavation
activities, the risk classification is high
until further site specific information is
obtained.
All corridor option and zones are largely
comprised of semi-rural developments
and agricultural holdings land, but given
their proximity generally away from
public roadways, limited observation
was achieved.
Buildings/site infrastructure of unknown
construction have the potential to
contain hazardous materials liberated
during removal / demolition activities
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Risk
Assessment

X

X

X

Low
Moderate

Surface run-off & sediment
transport impacting surface
water

Low

X

Possible

Ingestion; inhalation & dermal
effects based on being toxic,
carcinogenic and hazardous
to human health

Unlikely

PAHs

Severe

Coal tar distillates, coal
tar and other tar
distillates used
extensively in road
construction materials
until the late 1960’s.

Moderate

AEC 4 - Site
Roads

Negligible

X

Negligible

Permeation through soil
profile resulting in physical
and chemical damage

Possible

that could impact / already are
impacting on the environment.

Possible

X

Mild

Leaching and uptake resulting
in toxic / phytotoxic impact to
flora and fauna

Discussion

Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
linkage
Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification

Receptors

Flora & Fauna

Pathway & Effects

Groundwater

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC

X

Storage of small amounts of chemicals,
miscellaneous plant, machinery,
building materials (associated with
residential/farm use) and storage tanks,
which appear disused (but could not be
inspected).
In general, evidence of rural
infrastructure (sheds and plant) and
numerous dams were observed.
Tar macadam - coal tar distillates, coal
tar and other tar distillates were used
extensively in road construction
materials up until the late 1960’s. As
the majority of the road were
constructed before the 1960’s, there is
potential for contaminants associated
with tar and tar distillates to be present
when the site is excavated.
Due to the presence of drainage within
the project area these transport
mechanisms may potentially facilitate
the off-site migration of potential
contaminants within the project area
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Risk
Assessment

Moderate
X
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Low
Low

Ingestion; inhalation & dermal
effects based on being toxic,
carcinogenic and hazardous
to human health

High

Asbestos

Unlikely

Asbestos Service pits
and underground pipes
– these are likely to
potentially contain
asbestos products

X

Severe

AEC 5 –
Service
Easements

Likely

X

Moderate

Permeation through soil
profile resulting in physical
and chemical damage

Unlikely

X
Moderate

Leaching and uptake resulting
in toxic / phytotoxic impact to
flora and fauna

Low

X
Unlikely

X

Permeation through soil
profile impacting groundwater

Discussion

Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
linkage
Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification

Receptors

Flora & Fauna

Pathway & Effects

Groundwater

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC

Leachability of PAH within the tar are
likely to be low and thus dissolution
pathways are not expected to be
significant.
Plants do not occur within the roadway.
Further, the presence of capping (road)
is likely to result in decreased infiltration
and thus limit potential mobilisation. No
visual signs of stress were observed.
The presence of capping (road) is likely
to result in decreased infiltration and
thus limit potential mobilisation.
However if significant disturbance of
roads were to occur in the future, there
is potential for PAHs potentiality
contained within tar to leach.
Asbestos containing materials likely to
be present in or associated with service
pits and underground pipes. As these
could not be inspected (plus they are
very numerous), a worst case scenario
has to be assumed for excavation or
maintenance workers digging into areas
that contain these service easements
without respiration protection.
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Surface run-off & sediment
transport impacting surface
water

X

Risk
Assessment
Buried Services &
Infrastructure
Consequence of SPR
Severe
linkage
Very -Unlikely Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification
Low

Receptors

Flora & Fauna

Pathway & Effects

Groundwater

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers
Surface Waters

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC

Permeation through soil
profile impacting groundwater

-

-

-

Leaching and uptake resulting
in toxic / phytotoxic impact to
flora and fauna

-

-

-

Permeation through soil
profile resulting in physical
and chemical damage

Discussion

Unlikely to be significant transport
mechanism.

-

-

-

Not considered complete pathway due
to nature of contaminant (nonleachable)
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4.2 Option A1 - Specific CSM and risk assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option A1 is in Table 4-5.
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Risk Classification
Very High

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Discussion

Landfill licenced to receive general solid waste,
asbestos waste, waste tyres and any waste below
the POEO Schedule 1 licensing thresholds. Given
the age of the facility (was operating before 2000
(when EPLs issued) the uncontrolled nature of
historical activities could impact on human health
(asbestos).

X

Low

X

Almost certain

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Groundwater

X

Surface Waters

X

Unlikely

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous
to human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

Severe

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals and
PCBs

Risk
Assessment

Severe

Licenced to
receive general
solid and
asbestos waste,
waste tyres and
any waste below
the POEO
Schedule 1
licensing
thresholds. Given
the landfill has
been in operation
for some time
before 2000
(when EPLs
issued) the
uncontrolled
nature of historical
activities would
likely cause
impact.

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Brandown
Class II
Landfill

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-5 CSM and risk assessment for option A1
AEC A1
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects

The Brandown landfill comprised of truck machinery
storage areas, metal recycling/storage, numerous
stockpiles (not inspected) and the active landfill and
supporting infrastructure/structures. Numerous
metal tanks of unknown usage were observed with
the central portions of the Brandown site (although
an on-site inspection was not undertaken).
Licence would require control the runoff from the
landfill area including older capped areas into a
detention basin, the content of which would be
treated or removed offsite to an appropriate
treatment facility
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Moderate

Likely

Moderate

Likely

Moderate

High

Possible

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on human health
if tank/supply line has leaked into surrounding soils
that may be excavated. Risk of explosion impacting
on human health although this is considered
unlikely. Without a site inspection, it could not be
determined if the tanks were bunded and/or double
skinned.

X

Moderate

X

Moderate

X

Possible

X

Leachate from landfill could impact on flora and
fauna; anticipated that flora not sensitive in this
modified environment
Landfill is up-gradient of the option such that
leachate from landfill could impact on services

Severe

X

Possible

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead.

An approximate 300 m2 scalded/bare patch of
ground was observed to the north of truck turning
bay associated with the Brandown landfill site.

X

Moderate

Hydrocarbon
storage for
refuelling /
maintenance of
plant and
vehicles. Tank
failure could result
in leakage of
hydrocarbons to
the surrounding
environment.

Impact expected from older parts of the landfill
which is unlikely to be lined and as such no barrier
for downwards migration of leachate; landfill is up
gradient of the option

Moderate

Hi-Quality
Group
Landscapi
ng
Supplies
Yard

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous
to human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

X

Moderate

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface water
if tank/supply line has leaked into surrounding soils
and runs off the site. Without a site inspection, it
could not be determined if the tanks were bunded
and/or double skinned.
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Moderate

Likely

Low

Possible

Mild

Hydrocarbon storage could impact buried services if
the tank/supply line has leaked into surrounding
soils. Without a site inspection, it could not be
determined if the tanks were bunded and/or double
skinned
Low

Unlikely

Mild

X

Negligible
Negligible

X

Very unlikely

X

Very unlikely

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead.

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface water
if tank/supply line has leaked into surrounding soils
and permeated down to groundwater. Without a site
inspection, it could not be determined if the tanks
were bunded and/or double skinned.

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on flora and
fauna if tank/supply line has leaked

Moderate

The service
station on Mamre
Road, Kemps
Creek, 400 m
north of the
option, is a
notified site with
the classification
of ‘under
assessment’ to
determine
whether regulation
is required.
Depending on the
age of the service
station and its
underground
infrastructure,

X

Moderate

Notified
Service
Station

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous
to human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

X

Moderate

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

X

This notified service station site is used for
commercial purposes and has the infrastructure for
large truck refuelling. Depending on the age of the
service station (unknown) and its underground
infrastructure (unknown), potential contamination of
soils and groundwater could have occurred. In
addition to the distance from the site, the service
station is downgradient and hydrologically
separated from the site by a waterway. However,
given the presence of potential preferential
pathways (service easements) within the study
area, there is potential (albeit low) for impacted
groundwater to enter the option footprint.
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Low

Very unlikely

Severe
Mild

Very unlikely

Negligible

Moderate

Very unlikely

Negligible

X

An approximate 100 m3 soil and rock stockpile was
observed to the north of the Upper Canal System
Pheasants Nest Weir to Prospect Reservoir. The
stockpile was vegetated and appeared to be aged.
Several tyres were observed within the stockpile
materials.

X

Moderate

X

Moderate

X

Possible

Metals,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX/PAH
), asbestos

X

Possible

Several soil
stockpiles were
observed (on
private property)
consisting not only
of soil but also
metal (sheeting)
materials and
possibly
construction and
demolition waste.
Another stockpile
of aggregate was
evident in another
area

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous
to human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

X

Severe

Soil
stockpiles

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Moderate

storage of a range
of hydrocarbons
and refilling of
tanks would take
place. The site
also appears to be
used for truck
refuelling,
increasing
volumes stored
and replenished at
the site.

X

Several soil stockpiles were observed in the land
portion bounded by Range Road to the east,
Elizabeth Drive to the north, the Kemps Creek
Sporting and Bowling Club to the west and
Brandown Solid Waste Landfill to the south.
Stockpiles ranged in size from about 5 m3 to 30 m3
and were observed to comprise soil and metal
(sheeting) materials and possibly construction and
demolition waste (stockpiles were located on private
property and direct inspection was not possible).
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Mild

Possible

Low

Mild

Possible

Low

X

Negligible

X
X
Unlikely

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage

X

Negligible

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Several soil stockpiles were observed (on private
property) consisting not only of soil but also metal
(sheeting) materials and possibly construction and
demolition waste. Another stockpile of aggregate
was evident in another area. These stockpiles could
contain asbestos which could impact on human
health. Runoff from the stockpiles could also impact
surface waters.

Unknown quality of stockpiles has the potential
impact surface soils, sub-soils, groundwater and
surface water via preferential flow paths – drainage
gullies, soil percolation, etc.
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4.3 Option A3 - Specific CSM and risk assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option A3 is in Table 4-6.

Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Groundwater

X

Surface Waters

X

Discussion

Landfill licenced to receive general solid waste,
asbestos waste, waste tyres and any waste below
the POEO Schedule 1 licensing thresholds. Given
the age of the facility (was operating before 2000
(when EPLs issued) the uncontrolled nature of
historical activities could impact on human health
(asbestos).
Land fill is located about 200 metres up-gradient
Low

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous to
human
health

Unlikely

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals and
PCBs

Risk
Assessment

Severe

Licenced to
receive general
solid and
asbestos waste,
waste tyres and
any waste below
the POEO
Schedule 1
licensing
thresholds. Given
the landfill has

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Brandown
Class II
Landfill

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-6 CSM and risk assessment for option A3
AEC A3
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects
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Risk Classification
Low
Moderate

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

X

Moderate

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

The Brandown landfill comprised of truck
machinery storage areas, metal recycling/storage,
numerous stockpiles (not inspected) and the
active landfill and supporting
infrastructure/structures. Numerous metal tanks of
unknown usage were observed with the central
portions of the Brandown site (although an on-site
inspection was not undertaken).
Licence would require control the runoff from the
landfill area including older capped areas into a
detention basin, the content of which would be
treated or removed offsite to an appropriate
treatment facility

Unlikely

Consequence of SPR
linkage

X

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

X

Discussion

Possible

Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

Severe

been in operation
for some time
before 2000
(when EPLs
issued) the
uncontrolled
nature of historical
activities would
likely cause
impact.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

Land fill is located about 200 metres up-gradient
Impact expected from older parts of the landfill
which is unlikely to be lined and as such no barrier
for downwards migration of leachate;
Land fill is located about 200 metres up-gradient
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Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous to
human
health

Risk Classification

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Low

Unlikely

Land fill is located about 200 metres up-gradient
Landfill is up-gradient of the option such that
leachate from landfill could impact on services

X

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

Land fill is located about 200 metres up-gradient

X

Moderate

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead.

Leachate from landfill could impact on flora and
fauna; anticipated that flora not sensitive in this
modified environment

X

Possible

Hydrocarbon
storage for
refuelling /
maintenance of
plant and
vehicles. Tank
failure could result
in leakage of
hydrocarbons to
the surrounding
environment.

An approximate 300 m2 scalded/bare patch of
ground was observed to the north of truck turning
bay associated with the Brandown landfill site.

Moderate

Hi-Quality
Group
Landscapi
ng
Supplies
Yard

Discussion

X

Moderate

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on human
health if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils that may be excavated. Risk of
explosion impacting on human health although
this is considered unlikely. Without a site
inspection, it could not be determined if the bulk
hydrocarbon storage was being undertaken and
thus the presence of ASTs / USTs has been
assumed based on land usage.
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Risk Classification
Moderate

Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Possible

Consequence of SPR
linkage
Moderate

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

X

Discussion

Moderate

Likely

Moderate

Possible

Low

X

Mild

X

Low

X

Unlikely

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage

X

Mild

Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water
Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface
water if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils and runs off the site. Without a
site inspection, it could not be determined if the
bulk hydrocarbon storage was being undertaken
and thus the presence of ASTs / USTs has been
assumed based on land usage.
Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface
water if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils and permeated down to
groundwater. Without a site inspection, it could not
be determined if the bulk hydrocarbon storage
was being undertaken and thus the presence of
ASTs / USTs has been assumed based on land
usage.
Hydrocarbon storage could impact on flora and
fauna if tank/supply line has leaked

Hydrocarbon storage could impact buried services
if the tank/supply line has leaked into surrounding
soils. Without a site inspection, it could not be
determined if the bulk hydrocarbon storage was
being undertaken and thus the presence of ASTs /
USTs has been assumed based on land usage.
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Discussion

Very unlikely

Negligible
Low

X

X

This notified service station site is used for
commercial purposes and has the infrastructure
for large truck refuelling. Depending on the age of
the service station (unknown) and its underground
infrastructure (unknown), potential contamination
of soils and groundwater could likely have
occurred. In addition to the distance from the site,
the service station is downgradient and
hydrologically separated from the site by a
waterway. However, given the presence of
potential preferential pathways (service
easements) within the study area, there is
potential (albeit low) for impacted groundwater to
enter the option footprint.

Negligible

X

Very unlikely Very unlikely

Moderate

X

Moderate

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous to
human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water
Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Severe

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead.

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

The service
station on Mamre
Road, Kemps
Creek, 400 m
north of the
option, is a
notified site with
the classification
of ‘under
assessment’ to
determine
whether regulation
is required.
Depending on the
age of the service
station and its
underground
infrastructure,
storage of a range
of hydrocarbons
and refilling of
tanks would take
place. The site

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Notified
Service
Station

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Mild

Very unlikely

Negligible

Moderate

Very unlikely

Negligible

X

X

X

Moderate

Several soil
stockpiles were
observed (on
private property)
consisting not only
of soil but also
metal (sheeting)
materials and
possibly
construction and
demolition waste.

Discussion

X

Possible

Soil
stockpiles

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous to
human
health

Severe

also appears to be
used for truck
refuelling,
increasing
volumes stored
and replenished at
the site.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

Several soil stockpiles were observed in the land
portion bounded by Range Road to the east,
Elizabeth Drive to the north, the Kemps Creek
Sporting and Bowling Club to the west and
Brandown Solid Waste Landfill to the south.
Stockpiles ranged in size from about 5 m3 to 30
m3 and were observed to comprise soil and metal
(sheeting) materials and possibly construction and
demolition waste (stockpiles were located on
private property and direct inspection was not
possible);
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Risk Classification
Moderate

Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Likely

Consequence of SPR
linkage
Moderate

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

X
These stockpiles could contain asbestos which
could impact on human health. Runoff from the
stockpiles could also impact surface waters.

Possible

Low

Possible

Low

X

Mild
X

Negligible

X
X
Unlikely

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage

X

Discussion

Mild

Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water
Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

Negligible

Another stockpile
of aggregate was
evident in another
area

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

Unknown quality of stockpiles has the potential
impact surface soils, sub-soils, groundwater and
surface water via preferential flow paths –
drainage gullies, soil percolation, etc.
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Risk Classification
High

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Discussion

Scheduled activities related to ceramics
production, waste generation and land-based
extraction (including mining) and these require
monitoring. These activities have potential to
contaminate soil, air and groundwater. Legacy
land use practices may have included leaks/spills,
waste emplacement/disposal and historic building
materials. Further, mining and extractive
industries are listed in Planning Guidelines SEPP
55 - Remediation of Land as an activity that may
cause contamination.

X

Moderate

X

High

Permeation
through soil
profile
impacting
groundwater

X

Likely

X

Likely

X

Almost
Certain

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal
effects
based on
being toxic,
carcinogenic
and
hazardous to
human
health
Surface runoff &
sediment
transport
impacting
surface
water

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Heavy metals
and
hydrocarbons
(TRH/BTEX,
PAH, phenols),
PCBs, pH,
faecal coliforms,
Chlorine, anions
/ cations,
ammonia,
hexavalent
chromium

Severev

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Constructed
before 1978 and
currently holds an
EPL for scheduled
activities related
to ceramics
production, waste
generation and
land-based
extraction
(including mining).

Moderate

Current Users
CSR
Brickworks
and
ceramic
processing

Risk
Assessment

Moderate

Receptors

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Pathway &
Effects

Flora & Fauna

Contaminants
of Concern

Groundwater

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Surface Waters

AEC A3

Extraction and processing of raw materials
appeared to be taking place and three large
smoke stacks were observed and as well as
several earthen dams. Notably a moderate sized
earthen dam occurs down gradient of the CSR
Bricks and Roofing Quarry/Plant within an
ephemeral drainage line.
Given the presence of vegetative buffers and
gravels, run-off is unlikely to be significant
transport mechanism for impacted soils.
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Possible

Low

Possible

Low

X

Mild

Permeation
through soil
profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical
damage

Discussion

Mild

Leaching
and uptake
resulting in
toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to
flora and
fauna

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC A3

X
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4.4 Option B2 - Specific CSM and risk assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option B2 is in Table 4-7.
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Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Risk Classification

High

The Elizabeth Drive landfill facility was
observed to comprise of deep excavations
used for waste emplacement in the southern
portion of the premises and raised landfill
cells to the north. Site signage indicated that
the landfill was utilised for the disposal of
General Solid Waste. Evidence of concrete
recycling was observed.

Likely

High
Moderate

X

Possible

X

Likely

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Groundwater

X

Surface Waters

X

Severe

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Discussion

Severe

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH),
phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals, PCBs,
ammonia,
alkanes and
sulphides

Risk
Assessment

Severe

Scheduled
activities relate
to non-thermal
treatment of
waste, waste
disposal by
application to
land, waste
storage and
land-based
extraction. The
site is licenced
to receive
general solid
waste (nonputrescible) and
any waste below
the POEO

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Elizabeth
Drive
landfill
facility

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-7 CSM and risk assessment for option B2
AEC B2
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects

X

Activities relating to non-thermal treatment of
waste, waste disposal by application to land,
waste storage and land-based extraction
have potential to contaminate soil, air and
groundwater. Has been progressively
developed since at least 1961 and has been
subject to both extractive and waste
emplacement / storage activities. EPA has
issued a clean notice under s50 of the CLM
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Low

Unlikely

Moderate

Low

X

Moderate

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health

X

Unlikely

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead.

Act which indicates that there has been an
impact to the environment.

Possible

Hydrocarbon
storage for
refuelling /
maintenance of
plant and
vehicles. Tank
failure could
result in leakage
of hydrocarbons
to the

X

Moderate

Hi-Quality
Group
Quarry/Ya
rd

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage

Discussion

Moderate

Schedule 1
licensing
thresholds. The
site has
progressively
developed since
at least 1961
and has been
subject to both
extractive and
waste
emplacement /
storage
activities.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2

X

Impact resulting from the migration of
contaminants through dissolution pathways
are considered possible/unlikely due the site
activities being undertaken in accordance
with an EPL which specify groundwater
monitoring and reporting requirements. The
fact that the site does not exist on the NSW
EPA Contaminated sites register indicated
that no groundwater impact has been
reported. Further, phytotoxic effects are
considered unlikely due to the highly
disturbed nature of the site and limited flora
and fauna.
Hydrocarbon storage could impact on human
health if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils that may be excavated.
Risk of explosion impacting on human health
although this is considered unlikely. Without
a site inspection, it could not be determined if
the bulk hydrocarbon storage was being
undertaken and thus the presence of ASTs /
USTs has been assumed based on land
usage.
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Moderate
Moderate

The Hi-Quality Group Quarry/Yard which was
located adjacent to the western boundary of
the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility and
appeared to be used for landscaping material
stockpiling (soils, aggregates and mulch).
Evidence of significant ground disturbance
possibly associated with extractive land use
activities (quarrying) was also observed.

Possible

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

X

Likely

Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

X

Moderate

Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water

Discussion

Moderate

surrounding
environment.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2

X

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface
water if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils and runs off the site.
Without a site inspection, it could not be
determined if the bulk hydrocarbon storage
was being undertaken and thus the presence
of ASTs / USTs has been assumed based on
land usage.
Hydrocarbon storage could impact on surface
water if tank/supply line has leaked into
surrounding soils and permeated down to
groundwater. Without a site inspection, it
could not be determined if the bulk
hydrocarbon storage was being undertaken
and thus the presence of ASTs / USTs has
been assumed based on land usage.
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Low

Possible

Hydrocarbon storage could impact on flora
and fauna if tank/supply line has leaked

Mild

X

Low

Unlikely

Mild

X

Possible

Moderate
Moderate

X

Possible

X

Severe

Licenced to
receive general
solid waste
(nonputrescible),
asbestos waste,
waste tyres,
restricted solid
waste (as
defined in
Schedule 1 of
the POEO Act)
and any waste
below the

Discussion

Moderate

Kemps
Creek
Resource
Recovery
Park

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH),
chlorinated
hydrocarbons ,
phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals, PCBs,
ammonia,
alkanes and
sulphides

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2

X

Hydrocarbon storage could impact buried
services if the tank/supply line has leaked
into surrounding soils. Without a site
inspection, it could not be determined if the
tanks were bunded and/or double skinned
Licenced to receive general solid waste (nonputrescible), asbestos waste, waste tyres,
restricted solid waste and any waste below
the POEO Schedule 1 licensing thresholds.
Displays evidence of significant ground
disturbance since at least 1970. Though it is
unclear as to the exact time that waste
emplacement commenced at the site there is
potential for historic land use practices to
have impacted the site with a variety of
contaminants. It is however noted that the
facility does not occur within Corridor option
B2 and given this separation distance (with
consideration on the site EPL requirements)
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

the risks posed by the site are considered
moderate as no intrusive works would be
undertaken in the landfill footprint.

Moderate

Unlikely

Low

Moderate

Unlikely

Low

X

Although the resource recovery park does
not intersect B2 activities are undertaken on
a significant area of land immediately to the
north. The recovery park is downgradient to
the B2 option

X

X

X

High

Asbestos debris
/ illegal dumping

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health

Discussion

X

Likely

Asbestos

Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Severe

POEO Schedule
1 licensing
thresholds.
Though it is
unclear as to the
exact time that
waste
emplacement
commenced
(since at least
1970) it is likely
historic land use
practices have
caused an
impact.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2

Outside the potential car wrecking yard in a
shoulder area associated with Clifton Road
(within the site), multiple fragments of ACM
sheeting were observed. The fragments were
noted to be in poor condition, less than 10
cm2 in size and were observed at an
approximate density of less than 100 cm2 per
metre.
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Receptors

Discussion

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Risk Classification

-

-

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

-

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage

Flora & Fauna

Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Groundwater

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Risk
Assessment
Consequence of SPR
linkage

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2

All other source-pathway-receptor linkages
(besides those involving humans) are not
considered complete due the presence of
vegetation buffers and the insoluble nature of
asbestos.
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Risk Classification

High
Moderate

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Likely
Likely

X

Low

X

Low

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna

X

Possible

X

Possible

X

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Severe

Hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and lead,
Nutrients

Moderate

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Storage of
hydrocarbons in
ASTs for
refuelling of
plant and
vehicles and
nutrient
contamination
from fertilizer
application

Discussion

Mild

Current Users

Andreasa
ns
Nursery

Risk
Assessment

Mild

Receptors

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Pathway &
Effects

Flora & Fauna

Contaminants
of Concern

Groundwater

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Surface Waters

AEC B2

X

The nursery was noted be a commercial
nursery with commercial sales only,
producing landscaping trees. A carpark area
was located in the centre of the nursery and
within the site. Further a 2000L above ground
storage tank (AST) and a 1000L AST were
observed within the site footprint located on
the western side of Western Road within the
nursery compound area. Two large dams
were observed along to the eastern boundary
of the Western Road within the northern
portion of the nursery.
In addition to the likely fertiliser contamination
attributed to the nursery, storage of
hydrocarbons in the active ASTs for refuelling
of plant and vehicles could impact on human
health and the environment. Without a site
inspection, it could not be determined if the
tanks were bunded and/or double skinned.
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Consequence of SPR
linkage
Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification

Unlikely
Low

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Mild

Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage
Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern
Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B2
Risk
Assessment
Discussion
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4.5 Option B5 - Specific CSM and risk assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option B5 is in Table 4-8.
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Groundwater

Surface Waters

Possible

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

X

Likely

X

Likely

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Severe

Asbestos,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH),
chlorinated
hydrocarbons ,
phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
metals, PCBs,
ammonia,
alkanes and
sulphides

Discussion

Moderate

Licenced to
receive general
solid waste
(nonputrescible),
asbestos waste,
waste tyres,
restricted solid
waste (as
defined in
Schedule 1 of
the POEO Act)
and any waste
below the
POEO Schedule
1 licensing
thresholds.
Though it is

Risk
Assessment

Moderate

Kemps
Creek
Resource
Recovery
Park

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-8 CSM and risk assessment for option B5
AEC B5
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects

X

X

Licenced to receive general solid waste
(non-putrescible), asbestos waste, waste
tyres, restricted solid waste and any waste
below the POEO Schedule 1 licensing
thresholds. Displays evidence of significant
ground disturbance since at least 1970.
Though it is unclear as to the exact time
that waste emplacement commenced at the
site there is potential for historic land use
practices to have impacted the site with a
variety of contaminants.
Although the resource recovery park does
not intersect B5 activities are undertaken on
a significant area of land immediately to the
south. The recovery park is up gradient to
the B5 site meaning that impact on the
environment at the site are likely and
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

X

X

Moderate

X

It is however noted that the site is operated
in accordance with the requirements of an
EPL which specifies groundwater
monitoring and environmental reporting
requirements.

An area of bulk earthworks possibly
associated with quarrying activities was
observed at the end of the
CSIRO/University of Sydney land access
road. The site was operational at the time of
observation with evidence of plant and truck
movements associated with earthmoving
observed.

Moderate

X

Possible

Hydrocarbons
(TRH/BTEX,
PAH), phenols
and metals ,
arsenic,
copper,
chromium,
OCPs, PCP,
antisapstain,
TBT, creosote

construction workers could be exposed to
these during excavation work.

Limited information available on what takes
place at the site (other than being used as a
research station, cattle) is confidential. An
assumption based on reasonable worst

X
Possible

Likely activities
include storage
of hydrocarbons
for refuelling of
plant and
vehicles and/or
general
machinery
maintenance
activities. With
extractive land
use there is
potential for

Discussion

X

Severe

CSIRO
Access
Road Quarry /
Wood
stockpilin
g area

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water

Severe

unclear as to the
exact time that
waste
emplacement
commenced
(since at least
1970) it is likely
historic land use
practices have
caused an
impact.

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B5
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Risk Classification

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Moderate

Likely

Moderate

case scenarios has been used. A review of
aerial photographs provides some
indication of activities that have taken place
at the site, including storage of wood, which
may have been treated.

Possible

Moderate
Low

X

Unlikely

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage

X

Moderate

Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Discussion

Mild

pollution of
drainage lines
and soils from
storage and
leaching of spoil
heaps
containing
heavy metals
and other
contaminants.
Further there is
potential for
wood stockpiling
activities to be
associated with
storage and
processing of
treated wood
materials
(treated pine
and creosote).

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B5

X

Likely activities include storage of
hydrocarbons for refuelling of plant and
vehicles and/or general machinery
maintenance activities, extractive land use
and wood stockpiling activities.
These all have potential to impact on
human health and particularly the
environment.
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Risk Classification

High

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Likely

Moderate

Likely

X

Moderate

X

Low

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna

X

Stockpiles of soil materials of unknown
composition were observed within the site.
Further the site was associated with vehicle
storage / wrecking with potential liberation
of lead from car batteries and paint,
hydrocarbons and asbestos.

Possible

X

Possible

X

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Severe

Asbestos,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP),
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX)
and metals

Moderate

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Waste Disposal
areas / illegal
dumping
sporadically
across the site

Discussion

Moderate

Current Users

Clifton
Avenue
car
wrecking
yard

Risk
Assessment

Mild

Receptors

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Pathway &
Effects

Flora & Fauna

Contaminants
of Concern

Groundwater

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Surface Waters

AEC B5

X
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Consequence of SPR
linkage

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

Risk Classification

Negligible

Possible

Negligible

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

-

High

-

Likely

X

-

X

Severe

Asbestos

X

-

Asbestos debris
/ illegal dumping

Discussion

-

Asbestos

Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage
Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic,
carcinogenic
and hazardous
to human health
Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B5

Outside the potential car wrecking yard in a
shoulder area associated with Clifton Road
(within the site), multiple fragments of ACM
sheeting were observed. The fragments
were noted to be in poor condition, less
than 10 cm2 in size and were observed at
an approximate density of less than 100
cm2 per metre.
All other source-pathway-receptor linkages
(besides those involving humans) are not
considered complete due the presence of
vegetation buffers and the insoluble nature
of asbestos.
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Risk Classification

-

Likelihood of SPR
linkage

-

Consequence of SPR
linkage

-

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Discussion

-

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impact to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage

Risk
Assessment

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC B5
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4.6 Option C3 – Specific CSM and risk assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option C3 is in Table 4-9.
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Risk Classification
High

Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Likely

Consequence of SPR
linkage
Severe

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Groundwater
X

Moderate High
Moderate

Likely

Surface Waters
X

Possible

Leaching and
uptake resulting in
toxic / phytotoxic
impacts to flora
and fauna

X

Possible

Permeation
through soil profile
impacting
groundwater

X

Severe

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic, carcinogenic
and hazardous to
human health
Surface run-off &
sediment
transport
impacting surface
water

Discussion

Severe

Metals,
pesticides
(OCP, OPP),
hydrocarbons

Risk
Assessment

Moderate

Activities unknown
but could be of a
rural nature
(cattle) and
associated
research
(chemical testing
etc)

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

CSIRO/
University of
Sydney
Research
Station

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-9 CSM and risk assessment for option C3
AEC C3
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects

X

Unable to access site and limited information
available on what takes place at the site (other
than being used as a research station, cattle)
is confidential. An assumption based on
reasonable worst case scenarios has been
used. A review of aerial photographs provides
some indication of activities that have taken
place at the site.

X
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Low

Unlikely

Moderate

Possible

Moderate

There is potential for coal ash to have been
disposed of in the dam associated with the
steam generation. No evidence of coal ash
waste disposal was noted during the historic
data review and no inspection was undertaken,
Further it is likely that the tracks for the model
railway are associated with fill materials.

Moderate

Likely

X

Moderate

X
Possible

Given the usage of the site it is likely that
paints, solvents and flammable liquids
were/are used as part of the Site activities.
Though no workshops were observed there
remains potential for leaks/spills of CoPC to
have occurred. Further during construction
works impacted soils may be disturbed
exposing on and off site users to contaminated
materials.

Low

X

Low

X

Possible

Leaching and
uptake resulting
in toxic /
phytotoxic
impacts to flora
and fauna
Permeation
through soil
profile resulting
in physical and
chemical
damage

X

Unlikely

Surface run-off
& sediment
transport
impacting
surface water
Permeation
through soil
profile impacting
groundwater

X

Moderate

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic, carcinogenic
and hazardous to
human health

Moderate

Potential for
asbestos,
metals,
hydrocarbons
(TPH/BTEX,
PAH, phenols,
pesticides
(OCP/OPP) and
PCBs.

Mild

Unrecorded Filling
associated with
track construction
/ machinery
maintenance and
servicing and
coal burning

Mild

Steam and
diesel model
train park

X

Mild

Permeation
through soil profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical damage

X
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4.7 Option C4 - Specific CSM and Risk Assessment
A specific CSM and risk assessment for option C4 is in Table 4-10.
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Risk Classification
High

Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Likely

Consequence of SPR
linkage
Severe

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna
X

Unable to access site and limited information
available on what takes place at the site (other
than being used as a research station, cattle)
is confidential. An assumption based on
reasonable worst case scenarios has been
used. A review of aerial photographs provides
some indication of activities that have taken
place at the site.

High
Moderate

X

Likely

Surface Waters

Groundwater
X

Moderate

Leaching and
uptake resulting in
toxic / phytotoxic
impact to flora and
fauna

X

Possible

Permeation
through soil profile
impacting
groundwater

X

Possible

Surface run-off &
sediment
transport
impacting surface
water

X

Severe

Ingestion;
inhalation &
dermal effects
based on being
toxic, carcinogenic
and hazardous to
human health

Discussion

Severe

Metals,
pesticides
(OCP, OPP),
hydrocarbons

Risk
Assessment

Moderate

Activities unknown
but could be of a
rural nature
(cattle) and
associated
research
(chemical testing
etc)

Construction &
Maintenance Workers

CSIRO/Uni
versity of
Sydney
land

Receptors

Current Users

Table 4-10 CSM and risk assessment for option C4
AEC C4
Contaminating
Contaminants Pathway &
Activity(s)
of Concern
Effects
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Likelihood of SPR
linkage
Risk Classification

Low

X
Unlikely

Consequence of SPR
linkage

Buried Services &
Infrastructure

Flora & Fauna

Receptors

Mild

Permeation
through soil profile
resulting in
physical and
chemical damage
Groundwater

Pathway &
Effects

Surface Waters

Contaminants
of Concern
Construction &
Maintenance Workers

Contaminating
Activity(s)

Current Users

AEC C4
Risk
Assessment
Discussion
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5 Conclusions
The conclusions have been divided into two sections: those for the individual route options
and those for the whole of the option. Both these sets of conclusions are in terms of potential
contaminants and their likely impact on human health and environmental receptors.

5.1 Generic conclusions
Combining all the desktop information obtained along with limited visual inspection and
knowledge of similar sites, a conceptual site model was developed and a qualitative risk
assessment completed. There were a number of potential source-pathway-receptor linkages
identified with a risk classification above moderate for the generic AECs:
• High for AE1 and AE3 with the risk attributed to the impact to human health from unknown
amounts of potential asbestos containing material in amongst fill/fly tipping (AE1), former
buildings and potential demolition material (AE3)
• High for AE3 with the risk attributed to potentially impacted surface runoff from former
buildings and potential demolition material impacting surface waters
• High for AE5 (service easements) with the risk attributed to the impact on human health
from asbestos that is highly accessible and with exposed fibres.

5.2 Corridor option A1 specific conclusions
Several option specific potential sources of impact were identified during the walkover of
option A1, as follows:
• Several areas of hydrocarbon staining (shoulder opposite the Kemps Creek Sporting and
Bowling Club) and asbestos cement fragments (Clifton Road/Elizabeth Drive Intersection)
were observed within verge areas
• A crashed and abandoned vehicle was observed at the intersection of Mamre Road and
Elizabeth Drive.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within the A1 option route where the potential source-pathwayreceptor linkages were given a risk classification above low are as follows:
• Very high for Brandown Landfill with the risk attributed to impact on groundwater and
buried services from the leachate generated by past landfilling activities where leachate
management (and other engineering requirements including placing waste on a liner)
would have likely not taken place. A very high risk was also related to impact on human
health on the basis that construction and maintenance workers that will almost certainly
come into direct contact with landfilled waste during excavations given that the site bisects
the landfill site. The impact on groundwater and surface water has been assumed to be
less due to the current licence requirements of the landfilling operations
• Moderate for the Hi-Quality Group Landscaping Supplies Yard with the risk attributed to
hydrocarbon impact on surface water / groundwater water from potential hydrocarbons
stored on site. Further is soil materials are impacted there is potential for direct contact
exposure to construction workers
• Moderate for soil stockpiles with the risk attributed to impact on human health from
potential asbestos containing material and other potential contaminants within the
stockpiles.
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5.3 Corridor option A3 specific conclusions
Several option specific potential sources of contamination were identified during the walkover
of option A3 as follows:
• Several shoulder areas were noted along the site roads and were generally associated
with illegal dumping activities, observed waste materials consisting of foam/plastic chairs,
limited ACM debris (Clifton Road/Elizabeth Drive Intersection), 5L oil drums, tyres and
general waste materials. Several hydrocarbon stains (shoulder opposite the Kemps Creek
Sporting and Bowling Club) and asbestos cement fragments (Clifton Road/Elizabeth Drive
Intersection and Cecil Road) were also observed within verge areas
• A crashed and abandoned vehicle was observed at the intersection of Mamre Road and
Elizabeth Drive
• A disused above ground storage tank was observed at 239 – 285 Wallgrove Road. The
tank capacity was about 2000 litres
• An AST (presumably disused) was observed in a private property located off Wallgrove
Road.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within the A3 option route where the source-pathway-receptor
linkages were given a risk classification above low are as follows:
• High for CSR Brickworks and ceramic processing with the risk attributed to impact on
groundwater from leachate generated by site activities, particularly land based extraction.
A high risk to human health was on the basis that construction and maintenance workers
could likely come into direct contact with contaminated materials, particularly due to
legacy land use
• Moderate for Brandown Landfill with the risk attributed to impact on groundwater and
buried services from the leachate generated by past landfilling activities where leachate
management (and other engineering requirements including placing waste on a liner)
would have likely not taken place. A high risk was also related to impact on human health
on the basis that construction and maintenance workers could likely come into direct
contact with landfilling waste and leachate. The impact on surface water has been
assumed to be less due to the current licence requirements of the landfilling operations
• Moderate for the Hi-Quality Group Landscaping Supplies Yard with the risk attributed to
hydrocarbon impact on surface water / groundwater water from potential hydrocarbons
stored on site. Further is soil materials are impacted there is potential for direct contact
exposure to construction workers
• Moderate for soil stockpiles with the risk attributed to impact on human health from
potential asbestos containing material and other potential contaminants within the
stockpiles.
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5.4 Corridor option B2 specific conclusions
Several option specific potential sources of contamination were identified during the walkover
of option B2, as follows:
• Adjacent to the northern boundary of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility, a rural
development site was observed to comprise earthworks and evidence of filing in gully
lines (boulders and cobbles). Several soil stockpiles and berms were also noted within the
site
• A vet clinic and associated animal shelter were located to the south of the site at 1842
Elizabeth Drive immediately west of “The Egg Basket”, poultry sales
• To the south of the Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park and within the site was located
a rural residential property that appeared to be used for truck and machinery storage with
evidence of earthworks and fill materials
• Outside a potential car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Road
(within the site), multiple fragments of ACM sheeting were observed. The fragments were
noted to be in poor condition, less than 10 cm2 in size and were observed at an
approximate density of less than 100 cm2 per metre.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within Option B2 where the source-pathway-receptor linkages
were given a risk classification above moderate are as follows:
• High for asbestos debris / illegal dumping located within the road verge outside a potential
car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Road. Very High risk is
attributed to materials condition and accessibility. It is noted that the amount of density of
impact observed was low
• High for Elizabeth Drive landfill facility with the risk attributed to impact on human health
and surface water from contaminated materials at the site, which based on the fact there a
clean-up notice has been issued, suggests a spill has occurred and/or management of the
site works requires improvement. It has been assumed that the materials dealt with at the
site are general waste rather than hazardous waste, therefore there are lower risk
classifications for other receptors
• Moderate for Andreasans Nursery with the risk attributed to impact on human health from
construction and maintenance works coming into contact with hydrocarbon contaminated
soils. As there are two active ASTs on site (2 000 litres and 1 000 litres) and no detailed
site inspection could be undertaken a reasonable worst case scenario was used assuming
that the tanks were not bunded and /or double skinned and leaks had/are occurring
• Moderate for the Hi-Quality Group Quarry/Yard with the risk attributed to hydrocarbon
impact on surface water / groundwater water from potential hydrocarbons stored on site.
Further is soil materials are impacted there is potential for direct contact exposure to
construction workers
• Moderate for the Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park with the risk attributed to impact
on surface waters and groundwater from contaminated materials at the site based on
legacy land use before licencing, the large size of the park and its location on the northern
side of the option. A moderate risk has also been attributed to impact on human health on
the basis of construction and maintenance workers coming into contact with contaminated
surface water and groundwater during excavations.
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5.5 Corridor option B5 specific conclusions
Several site specific potential sources of contamination were identified during the walkover of
option B5, as follows:
• Adjacent to the northern boundary of the Elizabeth Drive landfill facility, a rural
development site was observed to comprise earthworks and evidence of filing in gully
lines (boulders and cobbles). Several soil stockpiles and berms were also noted within the
site
• Outside the potential car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Road
(within the site), multiple fragments of ACM sheeting were observed. The fragments were
noted to be in poor condition, less than 10 cm2 in size and were observed at an
approximate density of less than 100 cm2 per metre.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within the B5 option route where the source-pathway-receptor
linkages were given a risk classification above moderate are as follows:
• High for asbestos debris / illegal dumping located within the road verge outside a potential
car wrecking yard in a shoulder area associated with Clifton Road. Very High risk is
attributed to materials condition and accessibility. It is noted that the amount of density of
impact observed was low
• High for Clifton Avenue car wrecking yard with the risk attributed to impact on human
health, surface waters and flora and fauna. The risk to human health was due to the
uncontrolled nature of stockpiles and brake shoes that could contain asbestos. Visual
evidence of bare earth suggests that there has been in impact on flora from activities
undertaken at the site. The impact to surface water is based on the uncontrolled /
apparent non-management of materials stored at the site causing potentially
contaminated runoff
• Moderate for the CSIRO Access Road - Quarry / Wood stockpiling area with the risk
attributed to impact on human health and surface water from activities that may be
undertaken at the site. Based on aerial photography and viewing from afar activities
undertaken at the site may include storage of hydrocarbons for refuelling of plant and
vehicles and/or general machinery maintenance activities, extractive land use and wood
stockpiling activities. Given the extent of earthworks there may also be potential filling
• Moderate for Kemps Creek Resource Recovery Park with the risk attributed to impact on
surface waters and groundwater from contaminated materials at the site based on legacy
land use before licencing, the large size of the park and its location immediately up
gradient on the southern side of the option. A moderate risk has also been attributed to
impact on human health on the basis of construction and maintenance workers coming
into contact with contaminated surface water and groundwater during excavations.

5.6 Corridor option C3 specific conclusions
Several site specific potential sources of contamination were identified during the walkover of
option C3, as follows:
• At 2612 Elizabeth Drive, a galvanised steel machinery shed was located off Elizabeth
Drive. The shed was noted to occur in isolation and nature of the contents use was not
identified. An approximate 10 m3 pile of besa-bricks and clay bricks was located about 30
metres to the east of the shed
• Also noted was a small galvanised steel shed observed at 2277 Elizabeth Drive about 50
metres north of Elizabeth Drive in a paddock that appears to be used for grazing
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purposes. Piles of sheet metals and other construction waste materials were also
observed about 100 metres north of the shed
• A residential/commercial property that was signed “excavator hire” was located in the
western extent of the site at 2846 The Northern Road. The area appeared to be
associated with bus and car storage. Several large machinery sheds were also observed
within the property
• An AST (appeared disused) was observed off-site to the rear of the rural/residential
property located at 2311-2337 Elizabeth Drive.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within option C3 where the source-pathway-receptor linkages
were given a risk classification above moderate are as follows:
• High for the CSIRO/University of Sydney land is close to the option with the risk attributed
to impact on human health and surface water from activities that may be undertaken at
the site. As site access was not available and limited information was available on what
takes place at the site (other than being used as a research station, cattle) an assumption
based on worst case scenarios has been used
• Moderate for the steam and model train park due to potential for uncontrolled filling, coal
ash generation and plant/vehicle maintenance activities.

5.7 Corridor option C4 specific conclusions
Several site specific potential sources of contamination were identified during the walkover of
option C4, as follows:
• A rural property presumably associated with intensive animal production was observed on
the eastern side of Luddenham Road and about 1.2 kilometres north of the intersection of
Luddenham Road and Elizabeth Drive. The property was associated with several large
sheds, machinery and concrete rail storage and residential dwelling. Other unidentifiable
materials were also observed
• The Luddenham Raceway was observed from afar within the site at 821 – 849
Luddenham Road. In addition to likely fertiliser application, an olive grove was observed
and website information indicated the area is used for petrol driven go-karting, helicopter
flights and paintball skirmishes.
These can be classified under the generic AECs but give an indication of specific locations
where issues have been identified within the option. These sources do not alter the risk
classifications.
Site specific AECs identified within option C4 where the source-pathway-receptor linkages
were given a risk classification above moderate are as follows:
• High for the CSIRO/University of Sydney land is close to the option with the risk attributed
to impact on human health and surface water from activities that may be undertaken at
the site. As site access was unavailable and limited information available on what takes
place at the site (other than being used as a research station, cattle) an assumption based
on worst case scenarios has been used.
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5.8 Recommendations
It is recommended that detailed site investigations be conducted in areas which have been
assigned a risk ranking of Moderate and above with targeted assessment of high / very high
risk locations, contingent upon which route option is chosen. It should be noted that risks
have been assessed based on the information at hand and in several instances are
precautionary, due to the limited information available and the presence (or inferred
presence) of asbestos containing materials. It is anticipated that detailed site investigations
will provide site specific and quantitative analytical data which will better inform the hazards
to human health and the environment, from which management measures can be developed
if required.
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Appendix B
Acid sulfate soils mapping
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Groundwater works sheet
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Appendix D
Aerial photographs
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